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ABSTRACT
The study area groundwater system encompasses Coyote Springs, Kane Springs, Moapa and 
Meadow Valleys. The geology is dominated by Paleozoic carbonates to the north, and younger 
alluvium and lacustrine deposits to the south. Underflow from Pahranagat Valley mixes with 
groundwater from Kane Springs Wash and recharge from the Sheep Range to produce the final 
discharge of Muddy Springs at the head of Moapa Valley. It is possible that at least 4,000 acre- 
ft/yr of underflow from Meadow Valley Wash contributes to Muddy Spring discharge. The use of 
BALANCE, WATEQ, and PHREEQE chemically verifies these proposed flowpaths. Volcanic rocks 
are the probable explanation of sodium-dominated waters in the south. In lower Moapa Valley and 
Meadow Valley Wash, the Muddy Creek Formation produces saline, generally sodium-sulfate 
waters (up to 4500 mg/1 TDS) by dissolution of evaporite minerals, primarily gypsum and thenar- 
dite. Flow is complex due to local geology and thus geochemical simulation was limited.
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INTRODUCTION
The region under study consists of the southern ends of the Meadow Valley 
Wash and White River drainage system (see Figure l). The latter may be broken 
down into three drainage areas: (l)  Kane Springs Valley, (2) Coyote Springs Val­
ley, and (3) Moapa Valley. The Muddy River flows through Moapa Valley and 
intersects the Meadow Valley Wash at Glendale. It continues flowing to the Over- 
ton arm of Lake Mead, about 15 miles away. Glendale is on Interstate 15 about 
50 miles northeast of Las Vegas.
Several mountain ranges border these valleys. Kane Springs Valley runs NE- 
SW and is bordered on the northwest by the Delamar Mountains and on the 
southeast by the Meadow Valley Mountains. Coyote Springs Valley is bordered on 
the west by the Sheep Range, on the northeast and east by the Delamar and 
Meadow Valley Mountains, and on the south by the Las Vegas and Arrow 
Canyon Ranges. Groundwater flows into Moapa Valley through Arrow Canyon, 
which cuts through the Meadow Valley Mountains and the Arrow Canyon Range. 
Meadow Valley Wash runs parallel to Coyote Springs Valley, with the Meadow 
Valley Mountains to the west and the Mormon Mountains to the east.
This is an arid region, with annual precipitation less than 10 inches and a 
temperature range from less than 20 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit (Longwell et al., 
1965). Elevation ranges from about 1500 feet at Glendale to the 9912-foot Hay- 
ford peak in the Sheep Range.
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Figure 1. Study area (outlined) and surrounding region. After
Eakin (1964). Drainage divide locations are controversial.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study is to delineate the sources of water in the region 
and to determine the sources of salinity in these waters. More specifically, ground- 
water chemistry will be used to help delineate these flowpaths. The scarcity of 
hydraulic information necessitates this approach, as does the heterogeneity of the 
local geology. To accomplish this, the computer programs BALANCE, WATEQ, 
and PHREEQE (described later) will be used. With these, hypotheses of water 
mixing and/or mineral dissolution can be thermodynamically checked. This is 
done ultimately as an aid to locating higher quality water in the area.
Geology
The area is typical of the Basin and Range structure found in southern 
Nevada. Geologic sections have been compiled in the Muddy Mountains to the 
south (Longwell, 1928) and the Virgin Mountains to the east (Moore, 1972). They 
are different due to varied formation names and (especially) structural variation. 
These, along with geologic maps of Clark county (Longwell et al., 1965) and Lin­
coln county (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970) were used to identify rock type.
An eventful tectonic history has given rise to complex structure. The con­
tinuity of most formations is not very great due to high fault density, and is often 
difficult to predict without deep well logs.
The mountain ranges are formed by Paleozoic carbonates, with the exception 
of Tertiary volcanic units in the Delamar Mountains. There are several of these 
formations mapped in the area. An important water-bearing rock is the 
Mississippian-Permian Bird Springs Formation. Recently drilled wells in the lower
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Coyote Springs Valley are believed to penetrate this formation (Dettinger, per­
sonal comm., 1986). The Bird Springs Formation is an impure carbonate, contain­
ing significant amounts of sandstone, shale, and chert (Longwell et al., 1965). 
Underneath is the more resistant Monte Cristo Limestone, consisting of purer 
limestones and dolomites. As with the Bird Springs, chert is an important minor 
member. These formations form the bulk of the Mormon Mountains, the south­
ern Meadow Valley Mountains, and the northern Las Vegas Range.
Further east and north, thrusting has resulted in Cambrian-Silurian rocks 
dominating the Arrow Canyon and Sheep Ranges as well as the northern Meadow 
Valley Mountains. These are similar impure carbonates with associated cherts.
Younger alluvium and Tertiary deposits fill the valleys. In Kane and Coyote 
Springs Valleys, the thickness of alluvium is small, as is the case in the upper 
Moapa Valley. In the rest of Moapa Valley and throughout Meadow Valley Wash, 
however, the thickness is very large.
The Muddy Creek Formation dominates the lithology in these areas. Origi­
nally named by Stock (1921) and further described by Longwell (1928), it is a Ter­
tiary (Pliocene?) deposit associated with alluvial, fluvial, and lacustrine environ­
ments (Bohannon, 1984). It shows a high degree of variation in thickness, facies, 
and mineralogy. Thickness ranges from over 1200 feet in the central part of 
Moapa Valley to near zero in the upper part. It is typically found as zones of 
clay, silt, sand, and gravel that do not show a high degree of continuity. Since the 
depositional environment was mostly that of a lakebed, there are associated eva- 
porites. The most commonly reported is gypsum. The presence of gypsum 
increases southward, and extensive outcrops are found near Lake Mead (Longwell 
et al., 1965). In the study area, it is most common to find gypsiferous clay rather 
than gypsum outcrops.
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In Moapa Valley, the Muddy Creek is underlain by an ash flow tuff that con­
tains an upper green member and a lower white member. This is believed to be 
the upper part of the Horse Spring Formation. Well EH2a, drilled near the 
Nevada Power Company power plant, is the basis for this conclusion. Twenty-five 
hundred feet of water-lain ash with numerous tan limestone interbeds were 
penetrated. Gypsum and elastics were also noted, and this correlates reasonably 
well with the description of the Horse Spring in Longwell et al. (1965). It is 
assigned a Miocene age. Rocks believed to be Mesozoic "red beds" were found in 
the last 100 feet of the same well, at a depth of 4000 feet.
HYDROGEOLOGY
In terms of hydrogeology, the study area may be split into two subregions. 
As mentioned before, Kane Springs Valley and Coyote Springs Valley are con­
sidered part of the White River drainage system, a regional deep carbonate 
groundwater flow system extending over 230 miles in length. The final discharge 
point of this southward flowing system is the Muddy Springs at the head of 
Moapa Valley. The remainder of Moapa Valley and Meadow Valley Wash consist 
of local shallow aquifers in more recent sediments (i.e. the Muddy Creek Forma­
tion). Figure 2 shows the collection sites of previous reports, and Figures 3-5 give 
data points used in this thesis.
The White River Drainage System
In an effort to gain an overall knowledge of groundwater resources in Nevada, 
a joint effort was made by the Department of Conservation and Natural
6
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Figure 3. Data points within thesis area. Numbers correspond to
chemical analyses in Table A -l. Detail of Moapa Valley and 
lower Meadow Valley Wash shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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1 Anderson Well2 Lewis Well #1
3 Abbot Well Replacement4 Well-Moapa5 Bheroer Well
6 Baldwin House Spring-South7 Baldwin Cut Spring
8 Muddy (Big) Spring9 Iverson Spring10 Jones Spring
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Figure 4. Moapa Valley data points. Numbers correspond to chemical 
analyses in Table A-2.
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Figure 5. Data points in Meadow Valley Wash and Weiser Wash. Numbers
correspond to chemical analyses in Table A-3.
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Resources and the U.S. Geological Survey to prepare a series of reconnaissance 
reports. These reports, made in the early 1960s, were the first of their kind in 
Nevada and, in some areas (e.g. Meadow Valley Wash), the last.
Thomas Eakin (1964) covered the first of the two hydrologic regions 
described above. The report, like the others in the series, gives a rough estimate of 
recharge, discharge, boundaries, and flow path in the basin. The recharge from 
precipitation for the area is determined to come from the Sheep Range (80%) and 
the Delamar Range (20%), for a total of 2600 acre-ft/yr. The contributions from 
the remaining mountain ranges are estimated to be negligible. The majority of 
recharge, however, comes in the form of underflow from Pahranagat Valley. 
Almost 100% of the estimated discharge emanates from Muddy Springs (36,000 
acre-ft/yr). The study is based on very little data. The southward gradient 
through Coyote Springs Valley is based on Maynard Lake elevation (at the head 
of the valley) and two other wells (see Figure 2). The springs surrounding Kane 
Springs Wash are considered to represent perched groundwater and thus are not 
used to infer gradients. Nonetheless, Eakin assumes southwestward groundwater 
flow from Kane Springs Valley to Coyote Springs Valley.
It became evident immediately in preparing the reconnaissance reports that 
central Nevada was made up of interconnected groundwater basins. This was 
inferred from water budget studies as well as head data, and refuted then- current 
theories that all topographic divides are groundwater divides. Eakin (1966) del­
ineated this flow system, which has become known as the White River drainage 
system (Figure 6). Though the White River ends in Pahranagat Valley in present 
time, it flowed through Coyote Springs and Moapa Valleys during the Pleistocene. 
This, Eakin claims, is still the groundwater flow path. The report is similar in 
methodology, but larger in scope than the 1964 paper. Hydraulic heads, spring
Interbasin Groundwater System
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Figure 6. The White River Drainage System, from Eakin (1966).
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elevations and regional topography are used to indicate the southward regional 
gradient. A  far greater number of springs were used, mostly because of the scar­
city of wells but also because springs were considered better indicators of regional 
flow. The data points from Coyote Springs Valley are the same as those from 
1964.
The drainage system boundaries are based on four assumptions by Eakin: (l) 
the bedrock forming the mountains is impermeable, (2) structures (i.e. faults) 
associated with the mountains form hydraulic barriers, (3) the large amount of 
precipitation recharged along the flanks produces an hydraulic divide, and (4) in 
some cases, a surface water divide still equals a groundwater divide. On checking 
these assumptions, he postulates that Muddy Springs may be partially fed by 
underflow from Meadow Valley Wash, but claims the contribution to be minor.
Eakin admits the flowpaths and shape of the drainage system are rough esti­
mates. The complex structure and variable permeability of the carbonate forma­
tions make precise definition of hydraulic parameters impossible. Certainly the 
lack of a large database makes the task even more difficult. Well heads and spring 
elevations in the thesis area available at present are shown in Figure 7.
In the years following, the methods of study changed, but the database did 
not grow significantly. Winograd and Friedman (1972) used a deuterium mass 
balance approach to estimate sources of recharge into Ash Meadows (west of the 
Sheep Range). Data was collected from springs and deep wells in Pahranagat Val­
ley, Ash Meadows, Death Valley and the Muddy Springs area. Representative 
recharge waters in the Spring Mountains and the Sheep Range were also sampled. 
The data indicates underflow from Pahranagat Valley into Ash Meadows, a 
flowpath not considered by Eakin (1966). This has importance in the thesis area 
because it alters Eakin’s (1966) water budget. It implies that, given no other
13
Figure 7. Water levels (above) and well depth (below) for data points 
in thesis area. Arrows show inferred flowpath.
See Figure 8 for detail of Meadow Valley Wash (dashed area). 
Rock types: c =  carbonate, v =  volcanic, m =  Muddy Creek Fm.
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errors by Eakin, Muddy Springs may have another source besides regional car­
bonate underflow. In fact, due to a deuterium imbalance between Muddy Springs 
and Pahranagat Valley springs, the authors claim the principal source to be 
recharge from the Spring Mountains and Sheep Range. The most important 
assumption here is that deuterium concentrations do not vary with time. If they 
do, one could assume that in the time it takes for water to travel from 
Pahranagat Valley to Muddy Springs, the concentration has changed by 13 per 
mil (the observed difference). There is still some doubt as to the validity of this 
assumption. The other assumptions are that measured deuterium values are 
representative of large areas and that mixing between sources is complete.
Moapa Valley and Meadow Valley Wash
The area between Muddy Springs and the Nevada Power Company Power 
Plant is occupied by the Moapa River Indian Reservation, so groundwater data is 
sparse. The water levels imply a groundwater flow parallel to the Muddy River. 
Wells in this area penetrate the Muddy Creek Formation and show characteristi­
cally saline water, as will be discussed later.
Rush (1964) generally describes the Meadow Valley Wash groundwater sys­
tem in a reconnaissance report from the same series as Eakin’s (1964) paper. The 
author covers the entire wash, a distance of over 100 miles, whereas this thesis 
deals specifically with the lower few miles. Like the larger White River drainage 
system, Meadow Valley Wash consists of several interconnected groundwater sys­
tems, spanning several valleys. The groundwater is found in alluvial aquifers and 
in the Muddy Creek Formation. The flow is roughly north to south. According to 
Rush’s budget, precipitation is the largest contributor of recharge (24,000 acre-
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ft/yr), while underflow from Lake Valley at the head of the system is a distant 
second (3,000 acre-ft/yr). The discharge is in the form of pumping, evapotran- 
spiration, and underflow (20,000 acre-ft/yr). The budget dictates 7,000 acre-ft/yr 
leaves as a combination of evaporation and underflow to Moapa Valley. Unfor­
tunately, no follow-up studies of this type have been performed in Meadow Valley 
Wash. Rush’s report was a rough overview, and the pumping rate estimates, an 
integral part of the water budget, are sadly outdated. In the part of the wash con­
tained in the thesis area, most domestic wells were drilled in the early 1970’s and 
Nevada Power Company has significantly increased its groundwater use since 
1964.
The only remaining information on the lower Meadow Valley Wash is con­
tained in Desert Research Institute (DRI) reports to Nevada Power Company 
(NPC). NPC constructed a power plant in central Moapa Valley in the early 
1960’s. To supply water for their cooling towers, a well field was set up in the 
lower Meadow Valley Wash. All wells pump water from the Muddy Creek, so 
poor water quality has always been a problem. In many places the Muddy Creek 
is not well consolidated, and sanding and/or formation collapse has occurred in 
many wells. There has also been a tendency for water quality to decrease with 
time.
DRI is currently solving these problems by finding better water quality and 
by carefully constructing wells. Many exploration and pumping wells were con­
structed in the Meadow Valley Wash under DRI supervision and many of the 
same problems were experienced. Transmissivity values range from 20,000 to 
90,000 gpd/ft in isolated gravel zones. Several unpublished reports to NPC con­
tain much of the water quality information used in this paper. In addition to the 
NPC wells, many privately owned wells were inventoried in Meadow Valley Wash
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during 1981-1982 (Mifflin et al., 1982). The recent conclusion is to seek water 
elsewhere in the area because the above problems cannot be completely avoided. A  
series of exploration holes have been drilled in Moapa Valley and Meadow Valley 
Wash as well as Weiser Wash to the east.
The bulk of these reports deal with individual well data (pump tests, water 
level fluctuations, water chemistry). This provides an amazingly dense database, 
but little regional insight. Zimmerman et al. (1982) describe Meadow Valley Wash 
as a complex multiple aquifer system that fluctuates between confined and 
unconfined conditions. In the Glendale well field (Figure 5) the producing zone is a 
variable thickness gravel zone at the base of the recent alluvial sediments. How­
ever, pumping from this zone draws water from above (fine-grained alluvium) and 
below (Muddy Creek Formation). The amount of leakage is difficult to determine 
but is assumed to be high. An upward gradient was observed in one part of the 
Muddy Creek Formation, but this is not commonly found. Without surprise, 
transmissivity values vary widely (23,000-630,000 gpd/ft). As leakage is occurring, 
measurements will increase away from the pumping well. The facies variability in 
the Muddy Creek as well as pumping influences make flowpath determination 
difficult, but it is generally north to south as shown in Figure 8.
Water Chemistry Overview
There is a southward trend of increased salinity in the study area (Figure 9). 
Salinity is commonly reported as total dissolved solids (TDS). In Kane Springs 
Wash, the springs show a direct limestone source with a low TDS calcium- 
bicarbonate water. The exception is Willow Spring, which has a sodium domi­
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Figure 8. Static water levels in Meadow Valley Wash (ft). Lack of consistent 
elevations in southern area is due to pumping. Well depths are 
given before each data point in the list.
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Lake Spring, at the head of Coyote Springs Valley, shows a sodium-bicarbonate 
chemistry of higher TDS. This chemistry dominates southward through the 
Muddy Springs.
As the water enters the Muddy Creek Formation in Moapa Valley, the salin­
ity increases and the chemistry turns to a sodium-sulfate type (Figure 10). In the 
Meadow Valley Wash, where the Muddy Creek is dominant, the water is generally 
a high TDS sodium-sulfate, turning to calcium-sulfate type around Glendale.
SOURCES OF DATA
The data used in this report comes from previous work, most of which was 
performed by DRI for Nevada Power Company (NPC). In fact, almost all data 
from Meadow Valley Wash is associated with this project. For Moapa Valley, the 
principal sources are Bateman (1976) and DRI unpublished data. Data for Kane 
Springs and Coyote Springs Valleys comes from the USGS and others (Trexler et 
al., 1982; Ertec, 1981).
The chemical analyses for the data points shown in Figures 3-5 are tabulated 
in the appendix. The wells designated "EH" are recent DRI exploration holes. 
The "I" wells in the Meadow Valley Wash are private wells inventoried by DRI. 
The "NPC" and "TH" wells are Nevada Power production and test holes, respec­
tively, with which DRI was involved.
Most water samples from wells were taken either during initial pump testing 
or as part of an inventory. In both cases, the standard procedure is to let the 
water run for a time before sampling to avoid any salt crusts that may have 
formed on the flow pipe. In the case of DRI’s EH samples, the holes were drilled 
using the reverse air technique in which drilling water is used as a lubricant and
20
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compressed air forces circulation (Driscoll, 1986, p. 289-295). With this method, 
drilling may be stopped at any time, and the compressed air is used to bring for­
mation water to the surface for sampling (after the drilling water has been circu­
lated out). As a result, a chemical profile of the well is obtained.
The chemical analyses were checked for accuracy and completeness. Most 
samples run by NPC in the 1960 s are incomplete (it was not uncommon to find 
sodium to be left out of the lab program). Also, many sites were not properly 
located. Because of these problems, time series analysis was inconclusive, as will be 
shown later.
The DRI analyses were run under standard lab procedure which consists of 
atomic absorption analysis of the major cations (Na, K, Ca, Mg), turbidimetric 
analysis for sulfate, colorimetric for chloride, and titrimetric for alkalinity (EPA, 
1979). Where possible, field measurements of pH, alkalinity, EC, and temperature 
were used.
Isotope data is available for selected wells and springs. Deuterium and 180  
analyses were performed on the most recent DRI exploration holes (EH 1-8). Data 
is also used for wells in Coyote Springs Valley, and for Kane Springs Wash and 
Muddy Springs (U.S.G.S files).
When groundwater samples are analyzed for the major cations and anions, a 
strong character with respect to two or three constituents emerges. To see this 
more easily, a Stiff diagram (Stiff, 1951) is used. It is simply a plot of the common 
constituents and their concentrations in epm (equivalents per million). Equivalents 
per million is used to weigh the concentrations by charge and atomic (or molecu­
lar) weight, so that it is a measure of abundance of ions and not simply weight 
percentage. The calculation is made using the equation
(measured mg/1 of constituent)(absolute value of ion charge) 
ePm — (atomic or molecular wt.)
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The most abundant ions are easily seen as the biggest "bulges" in the plot. Also, 
relative TDS may be seen by comparing sizes of plots. Stiff diagrams are used 
extensively in this study.
Another important chemical grouping tool is the Piper diagram (Piper, 1944). 
Cations and anion molar concentrations are plotted on separate triangular 
diagrams. They are combined by projecting the points onto a diamond-shaped 
field. This is useful in graphically presenting groups of waters, as different waters 
will occupy different regions of the diamond field.
MODELS USED
When mixing and/or mineral dissolution scenarios are hypothesized, BAL­
ANCE is the simplest check used. Developed by Parkhurst et al. (1982), it is sim­
ply a mass balance program that solves simultaneous equations. For example, if 
an initial and final water chemistry are input along with a mineral assemblage, 
BALANCE will determine how much each mineral must precipitate or dissolve in 
the path between initial and final. The major shortcoming of the program is that 
the number of minerals must equal the number of phases (Na, Ca, S 04, etc.) in 
order for the unknowns and equations to balance. This is an unrealistic approach 
for natural systems. Also, it does not consider thermodynamics, so the output 
may be mathematically correct, but chemically impossible. However, other tools 
may be used to check this, and it gives a good first estimation which can act as 
input to more sophisticated chemical simulation programs.
WATEQDR (Bohm and Jacobson, 1981) is a modified version of WATEQF 
(Plummer et. al., 1976), which in turn was developed from the original WATEQ 
(Truesdell and Jones, 1973). Though WATEQDR was actually used for this
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thesis, WATEQ will be used in the discussions for simplicity. Short for WATer 
EQuilibrium, WATEQ is not a mixing model. It gives a rigorous thermodynamic 
description of an input water chemistry using a large data base. Among its calcu­
lations are activity coefficients, partial pressures of gasses, ion activity products, 
and, most importantly, saturation indices.
The saturation index (SI) of a mineral in a solution determines whether that 
mineral should precipitate or dissolve. A  negative SI indicates undersaturation 
(dissolution favored), positive indicates supersaturation (precipitation favored) 
and zero shows an equilibrium (Drever, 1982, chapter 2). This is an important 
parameter because it acts as a check on BALANCE output. For example, if BAL­
ANCE reports a dissolution of gypsum, yet WATEQ shows the input water to be 
saturated with respect to gypsum, then the BALANCE output is invalid.
PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980) is a versatile, powerful geochemical 
modeling program that combines the qualities of both WATEQ and BALANCE. 
It uses mass balance to evolve an input water while obeying thermodynamic laws. 
The program calculates all properties of the final water, including pH and the 
saturation indices, in order to check the simulation against WATEQ output.
The way in which the three programs are typically used together is as fol­
lows: ( l)  A  water passes through a proposed mineral assemblage to attain a final 
chemistry; (2) to test this, BALANCE is run and the molar amounts of each 
mineral dissolving or precipitating is given; (3) separately, WATEQ is run on the 
initial and final water chemistry; (4) if the BALANCE results do not conflict with 
the SI values for the initial water, these results are input into PHREEQE; (5) the 
thermodynamic properties from the PHREEQE solution are then compared to 
those of the actual final water; and (6) if there is a reasonable agreement, the reac­
tion hypothesis may be viable.
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This is not the definitive method for explaining water chemistry changes, but 
only a way to list possibilities. WATEQ and PHREEQE use precise values (gen­
erated in a quantitative lab) on sometimes questionable data. The value of pH, for 
example, is an integral part of carbonate equilibria, and hence strongly influences 
the SI for calcite and dolomite. This parameter is either measured in the field by 
meters prone to errors (poor electrode, inaccurate calibration, temperature 
influences, etc.) or in the lab, by which time the actual pH has changed. In the 
range of pH found in these waters (7.0-8.0+), an error of a few tenths causes a 
significant error in SI. In fact, an error of 0.6 would cause the SI of calcite to 
change by 150 percent for one of the waters of the region. Since pH and alkalinity 
are the most changeable of parameters (and the most difficult to measure accu­
rately), a greater emphasis is placed on the SI for gypsum in checking the simula­
tions. Also, care must be taken to use reasonable hypotheses and trusted data. 
This may seem obvious, but any hypothesis may be "verified" if the input parame­
ters are strategically used. Supporting data of another type is always helpful.
SOURCES OF DISSOLVED SALTS
The Muddy Creek Formation
Before any explanations can be proposed concerning chemical evolution of the 
regional water, mineralogy of the flow environment must be explored. As stated 
before, every source in the literature notes gypsum in the Muddy Creek Forma­
tion. Rock salt (halite) is also a common observation (Longwell et al., 1965). 
These two are mentioned more because they are familiar, rather than dominant.
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Gypsum or anhydrite certainly must be considered the most important 
mineral, as implied by high sulfate water chemistry. Though there are high con­
centrations of sodium in Meadow Valley Wash waters (up to 785 mg/1), these are 
not matched by chloride, the molar ratio of sodium to chloride ranges to over 
10:1. Chloride is a conservative ion, and halite is its only common source mineral. 
Sodium, on the other hand, has a few more sources, including cation exchange. 
Therefore, the concentration of chloride, not sodium, indicates the abundance of 
halite. Chloride is occasionally found at high concentrations, though it is often 
third behind sulfate and bicarbonate. The importance of halite, therefore, is not 
as great as that of gypsum.
SODIUM SOURCES
If gypsum is the dominant mineral in the area, then why are the waters more 
often a sodium-sulfate type? It is not uncommon to find calcium the least abun­
dant of the three major cations. The waters of Muddy Springs issue from car­
bonate rock (a calcite/dolomite mineralogy), yet sodium is dominant, not calcium 
or magnesium. Clearly there is a major source of sodium, and halite is not the 
answer.
In the literature, most high sodium waters are explained by cation exchange 
without a rigorous treatment, or else left unexplained. The latter is the case con­
cerning the sodium-bicarbonate Muddy Springs in the Ertec (1981) report, and no 
known attempt has been made to explain the sodium-sulfate chemistry of Muddy 
Creek Formation waters.
Cation exchange does appear to be an attractive explanation. In this case, the 
clay would exchange two sodium ions for one calcium ion in order to maintain
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charge balance. Many clays prefer divalence over monovalence at their exchange 
sites (Bohn et ah, 1979). In the case of the sodium-sulfate waters, the sulfate con­
centration exceeds that of calcium. One could reason that a given amount of gyp­
sum (equal to the sulfate concentration) could dissolve and part or most of the 
calcium could be exchanged for sodium. Therefore a sodium-sulfate water could 
result simply from gypsum dissolution with cation exchange.
Unfortunately, this theory does not hold up. As an example, consider the 
water from the bottom of EH6 in Meadow Valley Wash. It is a calcium-sulfate 
water from group 1, defined earlier. The total sulfate epm is 38.3, while the com­
bined epm of sodium and calcium is 30.0. If the above theory was correct, the two 
numbers should be nearly equal. This might be partially explained by gypsum dis­
solution with calcite precipitation. Gypsum is more soluble than calcite, so cal­
cium ions liberated by gypsum dissolution may be removed immediately by calcite 
precipitation. In this way, sulfate will accumulate in solution, while calcium will 
not. W ATEQ shows this water to be saturated with calcite (this is true of almost 
all waters of the region), so any calcium introduced into the water should be pre­
cipitated.
Another possible sulfate input is the dissolution of sodium sulfate. Jones 
(1965) describes a significant amount of thenardite (Na2S04) in Deep Springs 
Lake, Inyo County, California. The dry lake environment is similar to that of the 
Muddy Creek Formation in the early Tertiary. More locally, a large deposit of 
glauberite (Na2Ca(S04)2) was found in the Muddy Creek at a site now under Lake 
Mead, and in White Basin to the west (Longwell et al., 1965). The presence of the 
mineral is therefore a viable assumption. Sulfate so dominates the anion concen­
trations in this EH6 water (as well as others) that if one wanted to eliminate 
cation exchange as a possibility, one must assume sulfate mineral sources for all
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cations. This is impossible because the principal source of magnesium is dolomite, 
not epsomite (M gS04-7H20).
Still another sodium source is the alteration of silicate minerals. Dissolved sil­
ica concentrations vary in Meadow Valley Wash to the extent that trends are 
unclear. However, if silica is plotted against sodium/sulfate, a relationship emerges 
(Figure 11). It seems that waters below the dashed line exhibit a linear relation­
ship between silica and extra sodium content. Extra sodium means sodium not 
associated with thenardite dissolution, which is why the sulfate divisor is 
included. The most likely reaction taking place to give this relationship is the 
weathering of sodium-rich silicates. As an example of this type of reaction, con­
sider the weathering of albite to kaolinite:
2NaAlSi30 8 +  2H+ +  9H20  =  Al2Si20 5(0H)4 +  4H4Si04 +  2Na+
Waters containing greater than 2.0 mmol/1 (120 mg/1) dissolved silica are said to 
be saturated with amorphous silica. These waters lie above the horizontal line in 
Figure 11, and the linear relationship is upset by the saturation. Similar plots 
lasing calcium and magnesium instead of sodium did not show a relationship.
In some areas of Moapa Valley and Meadow Valley Wash, salt crusts are visi­
ble on the surface. These are believed to be indicative of the evaporite mineralogy 
of the Muddy Creek. Three samples were collected: the first from the NPC power 
plant area, the second about 1.5 miles east of Muddy Springs, and the third from 
the Glendale well field in Meadow Valley Wash. The samples were powdered and 
run on the DRI X-ray diffractometer (XRD), which identifies minerals based on 
their individual capacities to diffract X-rays. The XRD output is given in the 
appendix.
As expected, the dominant minerals are gypsum, thenardite, and calcite. The 
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Figure 11. Silica vs. Sodium/sulfate. Waters undersaturated with 
amorphous silica seem to show a strong correlation.
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the baked sample showed anhydrite peaks instead, the presence of gypsum was 
verified. Other less developed peaks showed for dolomite and natron 
(Na2CO3T0H2O), and samples 1 and 2 showed trona (Na3(C03)(HC03)-2H20) and 
halite. Peaks for epsomite did not appear. It should be noted that mineralogy 
changes may occur with dissolution and subsequent precipitation forming salt 
crusts. The degree of accuracy of this analysis in determining the evaporite 
mineralogy of the Muddy Creek Formation is therefore not precisely known. How­
ever, the indicated mineral suites should represent a reasonable mineralogy.
An XRD analysis was also run on well cuttings from the bottom of EH6 
(same level as the example given above). The preparation (a drying oven at about 
57°C) probably distorted the outcome, since a few peaks were missing, but in gen­
eral the results were the same as those of the salt crusts.
Since it is established that thenardite is present and that epsomite is not, 
then some kind of exchange (cation exchange or the gypsum/calcite relationship) 
must be taking place (or took place) to form this chemistry type.
A  lab experiment was performed in an effort to determine whether cation 
exchange is occurring or has occurred. The clay sample used was from the bottom 
of EH6 to keep consistency with the other examples. When clays are examined for 
cation exchange capacity, part of the procedure is to place the sample in a solu­
tion of ammonium acetate. The ammonium ion will replace any cation on the 
exchange sites, so that the amount of cations (and hence the amount of exchange 
sites) may be counted. Determination of CEC is a complicated lab procedure, and 
the value is not greatly desired in this study. What is desired is the relative abun­
dances of sodium, calcium, and magnesium that are occupying the exchange sites. 
After mixing thoroughly with ammonium acetate, the solution was centrifuged 
and examined for Na, Ca, and Mg via atomic absorption. This will prove or
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disprove the contention that sodium has been exchanged for calcium. Unfor­
tunately, only one well cuttings sample was run, so a conclusion cannot be made 
for the entire area.
The results of this experiment are given in Table 1. Shown also is a "blank" 
run in which water was used instead of ammonium acetate. This was done to 
differentiate between water soluble sources and exchange site sources. Results from 
the blank run should be subtracted from the acetate run to obtain correct 
exchange site concentrations. The higher amount of magnesium may be indicative 
of vermiculite among the clay minerals. Vermiculite has a special preference for 
magnesium in ion exchange reactions (Bohn et al., 1979).
Table 1. Results of cation exchange experiment.
Water Run Ammonium Acetate Run
mg/1 epm mg/1 epm
Na 2.67 0.12 9.85 0.43
Ca 5.56 0.28 195 9.31
Mg 3.30 0.27 157 12.91
Assuming the exchange sites were originally dominated by sodium, cation 
exchange has virtually gone to completion. This leaves thenardite as the principal 
source of sodium. If the abundance of thenardite in the Muddy Creek is not 
thought to be large enought to account for the observed sodium in groundwater, 
then the only remaining explanation is that the waters are very old and still con­
tain sodium from exchange sites. That is, the sodium derived from cation
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exchange has not yet been flushed out. If this is true, an increase in 
calcium/magnesium percentages would be expected with time. It is more likely 
however that the observed sodium is derived from thenardite. If the waters are 
young, cation exchange must be ruled out. Claiming cation exchange is a com­
mon mistake made in studies where an explanation is needed and not enough 
attention is paid to age of water/sediment interaction.
MAGNESIUM SOURCES
The source of magnesium in all waters of the region is assumed to be dolom­
ite. The Paleozoic carbonates are either classified as dolomite or at least have 
significant dolomitic character. Dolomite shows up in the Muddy Creek Forma­
tion, as the rock is derived in part from the older sediments. There are little or no 
epsomite present, and the other possible sources-clay minerals, igneous and vol­
canic rock minerals-are far less soluble (Drever, 1982). Other magnesium carbonate 
species, such as magnesite (MgC03), nesquehonite (MgC03-3H20), lansfordite 
(M gC03-5H20 ) and hydromagnesite (Mg4(C 03)3(0H)2-3H20), are rarely important 
species influencing magnesium in natural water (Hem, 1985).
The random mineralogy of the Muddy Creek Formation described earlier also 
applies to magnesium sources. In waters where magnesium epm equals or exceeds 
calcium epm (Coyote Springs Valley, Muddy River Springs, groups 3, 4, 5, and 7), 
it is likely that dolomite is the major carbonate. When dolomite dissolves, it is 
most common that the precipitate from such a solution is pure calcite. This is 
true even with dolomite supersaturation (Hem, 1985). Hem maintains dolomite 
precipitation will not occur until "a rather high [Mg]:[Ca] ratio is reached . This 
ratio does not exceed 1.6 in the study area. Drever (1982) calls this process the
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incongruent dissolution of dolomite, and it explains why magnesium concentration 
is similar to or exceeding calcium:
CaMg(C03)2 +  Ca2+ =  2CaC03 +  Mg2+
As long as there are significant amounts of calcium present (a viable assumption 
remembering the ubiquitous gypsum), magnesium will stay in solution.
Carbonate and Volcanic Source Rocks
Turning to the Muddy Springs area and southern Coyote Springs Valley, the 
waters are different but the mysteries are similar. The sodium dominance of the 
cations is confusing since the Muddy Creek Formation is absent in these areas. As 
in the Meadow Valley Wash area, sodium outweighs chloride by a significant 
amount. There is a thin layer of alluvium overlying the carbonates, but it is not 
considered important since the same chemistry is present in wells hundreds of feet 
deep. It has been shown that the carbonates are impure, so the associated sedi­
ments may have an influence on water chemistry. Evaporite minerals would not 
be expected in marine sediments, but not only sodium but also sulfate is found in 
significant concentrations, rivaling bicarbonate. Hem (1985) claims most fine­
grained sediments contain abundant sulfides when raised above sea level, and once 
uplift occurs, they may be readily oxidized to sulfate. Similarly, sodium may be 
found in these sediments in various forms - in unaltered mineral grains, as an 
impurity in cementing material, or in soluble salts (Hem, 1985). Though these sed­
iments make up only a small fraction of the Paleozoic sequence, the sodium will 
accumulate in solution whereas calcium will not.
In Kane Springs Wash, the situation is much simpler. The springs issue from 
carbonate rocks and show strong calcium-bicarbonate dominance. The
concentrations of other species are practically at background levels. All data point 
to a very pure limestone source. Willow Spring discharges from undivided Terti­
ary volcanics, and carries a sodium-bicarbonate chemistry. This is expected from a 
water issuing from sodium-rich igneous rocks.
Maynard Lake Spring at the head of Coyote Springs Valley has a sodium- 
bicarbonate chemistry, but with different proportion from Muddy Springs waters. 
Sodium and bicarbonate are higher, and the other constituents are lower. The geo­
logic map shows a high proportion of volcanic rock in this area (Figure 12), and 
this may explain the unique chemistry. The only other waters with similar chemis­
try are well waters near Elgin and Carp in the Meadow Valley Wash north of the 
study area. These wells are also located in or about the Tertiary volcanics, so this 
may be a fingerprint chemistry for the geologic unit.
This brings up an important point concerning the regional flow system. If 
this spring is assumed to be issuing from volcanic rock and is considered a 
representative regional spring, then Tertiary volcanics, in addition to Paleozoic 
carbonates, are a contributing factor to the regional water chemistry. There is a 
high fault density around this spring. By virtue of this faulting, the "deep car­
bonate" flow system may contain a region of volcanic rock, thus altering the water 
chemistry. Though one data point hardly verifies a hypothesis, it is another possi­
ble explanation for the sodium dominance of Coyote Spring Valley and Muddy 
Spring waters. North of the volcanic area, springs of Pahranagat Valley show the 
expected calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate chemistry. Sodium-bicarbonate water is 
not found on the flowpath until the area in question is reached. South of this 
zone, all waters are of this type. Unfortunately, there are no wells in this crucial 
zone, so pump test data and well logs cannot verify this hypothesis.
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Figure 12. Simplified surface geology map of the junction between Pahranagat 
and Coyote Springs Valleys. Only the essential fault is shown: 
there are many more. Waters passing through this zone are believed 
to gain sodium, thus explaining the down-gradient chemistry.
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The only other data point in Coyote Springs Valley is Coyote Springs Well 
near the intersection with Kane Springs Wash. This well, developed from a shal­
low spring, is not thought to tap the regional flow system. Eakin (1964) examined 
the spring before the well was drilled. He concluded the waters originated from 
recharge in the Sheep Range and issued through older alluvium. The depth to 
water at other locations in the valley is several hundred feet (Eakin, 1964, Det- 
tinger, oral comm., 1986). The chemistry from this well suggests a fairly pure 
dolomite source rock. This supports Eakin’s hypothesis, since this is the rock type 
found in the northern Sheep Range.
The Muddy Springs area is chemically homogeneous, with TDS ranging from 
500-650 mg/1. The waters are of sodium-bicarbonate type and their chemistries 
have proven to be quite stable with time (DRI unpublished data).
In summary, a few very general end member water groupings can be made: 
(1) a sodium-bicarbonate type issuing from volcanics (Maynard Lake Spring), (2) 
sodium-bicarbonate limestone/dolomite waters (Coyote Springs Valley wells, 
Muddy Springs area), (3) calcium-bicarbonate limestone/dolomite waters (Kane 
Springs Wash), and (4) variable cation-sulfate type with the Muddy Creek Forma­
tion as source (central Moapa Valley, lower Meadow Valley Wash wells). The 
fourth group deserves further breakdown due to its high variability and large 
database. This is done in the following section.
MUDDY CREEK FM. WATER CHEMISTRY VARIATION
The water chemistry of the Moapa Valley/Meadow Valley Wash area is very 
generalized in the introduction. The variability of the Muddy Creek Formation is 
evident in well logs from Meadow Valley Wash wells. Grain size, consolidation,
mineralogy and color all vary more than might be expected in a six-square mile 
area. Water chemistry will vary for a given alluvial rock type, and when different 
rock types are mixed, the chemistry becomes complex.
In the absence of obvious geographic trends in water chemistry, the relation­
ships between electrical conductivity (EC, a salinity indicator) and well depth as 
well as total well withdrawal were examined. There is very little correlation with 
well depth, as shown in Figure 13. There is an EC range of 3500 /Ltmhos/cm for 
wells ranging in depth from 50 to 250 feet. Figure 14 indicates a relationship 
between conductivity and total withdrawal. Withdrawal was estimated by multi­
plying average pumping rates by the age of the well. Of course, pumping rates 
could vary a great deal (especially with old wells). As EC increases, withdrawal 
decreases logarithmically. This is probably due to the fact that higher pumping 
rates will tend to flush the sediments of salts rather than allowing for salt accu­
mulation. A  steady state seems to occur in the area of 2000 /mihos/cm. There are 
two wells that do not follow this trend: Lewis Well (145), shown in the upper 
center of Figure 14, and the Hester/McCormick Well (110), which was not 
included in the plot because its high withdrawal (183 x 108 gallons) dwarfs the 
scale. These wells have the highest values of withdrawal. It is possible that 
extended pumping results in a reduction of water quality, as Nevada Power Com­
pany claims. When a higher quality zone of the Muddy Creek Formation is 
exhausted, water from a poor quality zone may be pumped. This process would 
result in a sine wave of water quality over a long period of time. Only an 
extended time series analysis could prove this.
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Well Depth vs. Conductivity
Figure 13. Inconclusive relationship between well depth and quality 
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Figure 14. Estimated total withdrawl versus water quality. The graph 
shows an increase in quality with pumping.
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Time Series Analysis
Nevada Power Company contends that the quality of water pumped from 
wells in Meadow \ alley Wash has diminished with time. The best example of this 
is the McCormick (more recently Hester) well (Figure 15). The TDS increased 
from 974 mg/1 in 1949 to over 4000 mg/1 in 1982. The NPC wells have good 
water analyses beginning in the 1980s. However, the analyses performed in the 
early 1960 s are of questionable quality at best. They are incomplete (so that an 
epm balance accuracy test cannot be applied) and vary considerably for any given 
well. For example, data existing for the NPC =$4 well over a six-month period 
shows a TDS range of 1160-1900 ppm. If one assumes all of these values are valid, 
then it is difficult to determine whether continued pumping has in fact resulted in 
more saline water. The Farrier wells, though not in the same location, show a 
slight increase in TDS between 1944 and 1984. The more marked difference is 
chemical character, shown in the Stiff plots. There are no pumping records on 
these wells.
It is probable that continued pumping will pull water from different zones as 
the water table is lowered. With the heterogeneity of the Muddy Creek sediments, 
it follows that in some locations the "new" water will be of lower quality. There is 
not enough evidence to be able to say this is always true.
For a more quantitative idea of how much the salinity is increasing, a con­
trolled, rigorous time analysis is appropriate. Pump rates should be closely moni­
tored, and more frequent analyses run. Salinity may increase with time, but it 
seems to be highly variable over shorter periods. NPC monitered chloride and 
sulfate over a 5 month period. The results were not conclusive, though the test 
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Figure 15. Time series analysis of salinity in Meadow Valley Wash waters.
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chemistries. That is, the amount of increase expected in the future is unknown. 
With more closely monitored well fields, better predictions can be made. Any 
analyses performed before 1970, including those for the McCormick well, cannot 
be considered accurate.
Chemical Groupings
In the Meadow Valley Wash area, TDS ranges from 1000 to over 4500 mg/1. 
It is generally a sodium-sulfate water, but the dominant cation is not always 
sodium. Of sodium, calcium, and magnesium, any one, two or all three may dom­
inate a given water. Sulfate is the major anion without exception, comprising 65 
to over 80% of the total anion epm. An effort has been made to group the water 
chemistries. If end member waters can be defined, then mixing scenarios can be 
used to explain the chemistry of other waters.
Upon initial inspection, the waters of Meadow Valley Wash seem to comprise 
a pot-pourri of cation types and TDS values. However, when Stiff diagrams are 
made and examined, a few groups begin to emerge. This does not occur on the 
Piper diagram because of its large-scale nature. The Piper plotting field covers 
every water imaginable, so that if fairly similar waters are plotted, they group as 
one (Figure 16). Several groups of waters were formed purely on the basis of Stiff 
diagram similarity. It was found that the waters form geographic groups as well. 
That is, a given diagram type is not scattered randomly throughout the area. A 
map of these groups is shown in Figure 17, and Figure 18 (a-g) illustrates group 
breakdown by Stiff plots. Given the density of data in the lower Meadow Valley 
Wash, this is the only area in which a chemical facies map can be attempted. The 
differences are more subtle, yet repetition of precise geometric form of the Stiff
Figure 16. Piper representation of thesis area waters. Waters from 
Meadow Valley Wash are circled.
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Figure 18 (a). Group 1: high TDS calcium-sulfate type. Waters of this
type are found only east of Meadow Valley Wash (excepting EHl).
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re 18 (f). Group 6: Distinguished by Na>Ca>M g, and C1>HC03.
This group shows a stronger sodium dominance than Group 7,
as well as a slightly higher TDS.
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igure 18(g). Group 7: Similar to, but distinguished from Group y
and H C03>C1. The groups are located adjacent on 
another (Figure 17), and differences are subtle.
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diagrams cannot go unnoticed.
An important group is a high TDS, calcium-sulfate water in the Glendale 
area, which will be designated group 1 (Figure 17). Generally, it is found only east 
of the Meadow Valley Wash. In the Glendale area and the southern Weiser 
Wash, it is found at all depths, but further north it is absent at shallow depths. 
This is true even after correction for well elevations. This may be due to complex 
hydrology, a chemical gradation of the Muddy Creek Formation, or possibly an 
irregular sedimentary zone associated with high amounts of gypsum.
Group 2, a high TDS sodium-sulfate type, is associated with the Muddy 
Creek west of Meadow Valley Wash. It is not found to the east, but has appeared 
in EH2 as well as several wells along the west side of the wash. Two characteris­
tics are a strong chloride and a calcium to magnesium ratio greater than one 
(C a>M g). Though this type repeats over a good sized area, it is found horizon­
tally or vertically adjacent to very different water types. The vertical example is 
in EH2 where water resembling the Muddy Spring type is sandwiched between 
this high TDS water (see special EH section). The lithology does not vary 
significantly with depth in EH2, so there must be hydrologic oddities in the area 
as well. There may not be enough data in strategic locations to define the many 
flow paths. It is likely that thenardite dissolution strongly influences water chem­
istry within this group, and the same is true for all remaining groups. In each 
case, sodium epm is more than double that of chloride, even while the waters have 
the highest chloride concentrations in the area.
Group 3 is a comparatively low TDS water (1200-1400 mg/1) distinguished 
by N a > M g > C a  order of cation concentration and that HC03>C1. Whether 
HC03 is greater or less than Cl concentration seems to be dependent on TDS. Due 
to solubility constraints of calcite, bicarbonate concentrations occupy a smaller
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range. Since mineral precipitation does not stop chloride from accumulating in 
solution, a high C1:HC03 ratio generally indicates greater amounts of evaporite 
minerals in a given group area. Since the TDS is low in this group, the ratio is 
low. The ratio of calcium to magnesium probably parallels the gypsum to car­
bonate ratio in the sediments. In the absence of high amounts of gypsum, calcium 
will be more limited than magnesium in solution due to the incongruent dissolu­
tion of dolomite (discussed in the SOURCES OF DISSOLVED SALTS section). 
The ratio will increase, however, as gypsum begins to dominate the mineralogy.
Group 4 has a similar cation relationship to group 3, but the TDS is higher 
(1700-2400mg/l). With the higher TDS, chloride is greater than bicarbonate as 
predicted in the above discussion. Based on water chemistry inferences, the 
mineralogy contains a greater amount of evaporites, with carbonates dominating 
gypsum and, as always, thenardite present in significant amounts, giving a 
sodium-sulfate character to the water.
Group 5 is distinguished by its mixed cation nature (N a=C a=M g). The 
chemistry implies that this small zone contains more gypsum and less thenardite 
than group 4, while the salinity of the water remains constant.
In Group 6, N a>C a>M g and the TDS range is intermediate (1500- 
1700mg/l). The mineralogy implied by this chemistry seems the same as that of 
group 2, only the TDS is much lower. Since group 2 lies immediately to the south, 
it would seem logical to assume this evaporite suite increases its dominance of the 
lithology in a southward direction.
Group 7 is similar to group 3 in almost every way, except that calcium nearly 
equals magnesium in this case. By the previously defined line of thinking, this 
indicates an increased gypsum presence. A  southern trend is again noted, as gyp­
sum completely takes over in group 1 to the south. EH8 was drilled in this
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group s region, as was NPC well number 1. These deeper wells (244 ft. and 480 
ft., respectively) show a greater gypsum influence, and it is assumed that the same 
chemistry would emerge if NPC 25 and 34 were drilled deeper. A  typical group 7 
chemistry shows up in EH8 at 115 ft. and Ca-S04 water takes over at 175 ft. (see 
EH section).
Figure 17 resembles a geologic map more than a hydrologic map, with over­
lapping groups and no definite evolutionary trend. This is explained by the his­
tory of the Muddy Creek Formation. These water groups may be indicative of 
superimposed sedimentary zones (and respective mineralogies).
As a different form of classification, saturation indices were calculated for 
each group using WATEQ (Table 2). As stated before, the SI values for cal cite 
and dolomite varied with pH/alkalinity and were determined to be unreliable. 
The gypsum SI values were more stable. Generally, the groups show distinct 
ranges that further support the breakdown. The values are shown not for their 
geochemical significance, but as a way to further delineate the groupings.
These groups are not designed to show a flowpath. On the contrary, they 
give further insight into how complex the flow may be. A  strong argument is 
made for local water mixing with the principal southward-flowing groundwater of 
the Meadow Valley Wash. The amount of mixing is difficult to determine. Several 
small ephemeral streams flow into the wash, suggesting a similar groundwater 
movement. Saline waters from isolated beds to the east and west could be mixing. 
The facts that group 1 occurs only to the east and group 2 only to the west sup­
port this idea. An attempt was made to simulate water chemistry evolution 
between the groups, but no computer-generated scenario was chemically possible.
Another scenario that may be just as valid is sluggish southward flow 
through highly variable mineralogy. The complex bedding in the Muddy Creek
Table 2. Comparison of gypsum saturation indices and TDS among 


































































Formation has already been discussed. If flow rates are assumed to be low, then 
water chemistry from a given well will reflect only local mineralogy. This is not 
an unrealistic assumption given the low gradients and hydraulic conductivities.
The matter is further complicated by the fact that an upward gradient has 
been observed in one part of the formation (Zimmerman et al., 1982). Though 
vertical flow has certainly not been the case in all wells penetrating the Muddy 
Creek, it may explain chemical anomalies in certain areas.
There are some wells that do not fall into any of these categories. This 
should not be surprising, since the system’s complexity has already been esta­
blished. Some of these wells are located adjacent to ponds and corrals, which may 
influence the well water chemistry if the depth is not too great. Also, the wells 
were constructed differently and to varying degrees of success. The amount of 
water pumped from a given well varies substantially. All of these factors could 
partially explain water chemistry variations.
DRI EXPLORATION HOLES AND ISOTOPES
A  special section will be given for the exploration holes (EH 1-8) drilled by 
DRI. They are unique in that they provide a vertical chemical profiles and that 
they make up the bulk of the regional isotope data. The logs and chemical profiles 
are shown in Figures 19 a-g.
EH1 and 2, drilled around the NPC power plant and separated by less than 
1.5 miles, are testimony to the vertical and horizontal variability of the Muddy 
Creek Formation. EH1 was drilled to a depth of 295’ and the water sample from 
this depth shows a group 1 (Ca-S04) type. Samples from a similar elevation in 
EH2 are group 2 (Na-S04) waters, a significant difference. As mentioned before, a
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DEPTH
Q a l: F in e  ta n  sand w ith  a few c la y  O' |
ch u n k s. Turns t o  red d ish  brown 
s i l t y  c l a y  a t  2 5 ' .
Tmc: Muddy C reek Form ation . C laystone, 65 '
sa n d ston e , s i l t s t o n e ;  m ostly  
c la y s t o n e  w ith  sand, becoming 
100% fin e /m e d . sand a t  2 7 5 '.
T .D . 295'
Fiaure 19 (a) . Generalized lithologic log and chemical
profile of EH1. Moapa Valley.
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DEPTH
Tm c: R ed-brow n c la y s to n e  w ith  vary in g  O' |






T.D . 1095’ |
Figure 19 (b) . Generalized lithologic log and chemical
profile of EH2, Moapa Valley.
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DEPTH
Q a l: Minced a l l u v ia l  m a ter ia l- LS O'
c h ip s ,  SS, in t r u s iv e s  w / sand, s i l t  
Tmc: Muddy Creek Form ation. M ostly
c la y s t o n e :  dense, red  (sometimes
gray ) . Found w ith  vary ing amounts
o f  sand and s i l t  (5-40% ). 100'
— — — — — — C O -M I '
5 3 9 -7 9 5 ' M ixture: L S /d o lom itic  LS 
and red  cla yston e . Huge 
v a r ia t io n  in  m ixture % 's . 600' |




T.D . 795 ' |
F ig u re  19 (c) . Generalized lithologic log and chemicalprofile of EH3. Weiser Wash.
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DEPTH
Q a l: G ray , b la c k ,  p in k , w h ite  g ra v e l O' |
PALEOZOIC BEDROCK: P ink  LS w / some 
r e d  c la y  z o n e s . LS a ls o  found 
in  w h ite , g ra y , and ta n .
50 '
100’
I S -4  2*5*
\
It
Fioure 19 (d). Generalized lithologic log and chemicalFigure V. ) pi_ofile of EH4# Muddy Springs area.
Tmc: E in e  san d  and s i l t  w ith  c la y  and 

















Eiqure 19 (e) . Generalized lithologic log and chemical
profile of EH6, Meadow Valley Wash.
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Q a l: LS g r a v e ls ,  s i l t ,  c l a y .  
Tmc: sa n d , s i l t ,  c la y





80% r e d  c la y ,  20% mudstone ch ip s
LS/m udstone m ixtures t o  555 ’
s h a le s
T .D . 620 ' j
Figure 19 (f) . Generalized lithologic log and chemical
gui v ‘ profile of EH7, Weiser Wash.
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Q a l :
Tm c:
DEPTH
A llu v iu m -  m o s t ly  c l a y (80-100%) O'
w i t h  som e san d  and s i l t
s a n d , s i l t ,  and c la y  w ith  L S / 
v o l c a n i c  g r a v e l
p r e d o m in a n t ly  L S /v o lc a n ic  g r a v e l  
w i t h  sa n d  and c la y
T .D .
Z B -4  344•
Fiqure 19 (g) . Generalized lithologic log and chemical
profile of EH8, Meadow Valley Wash.
*
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low TDS water similar to Muddy Springs type is found vertically between group 2 
waters in EH2. This is believed to come laterally from carbonate rocks to the 
west. For this to be true, a thickness of about 250 feet must be confined without 
vertical gradients. EH2 is two miles from a possible carbonate source, so this con­
dition must be present over that distance. At present, this theory cannot be pro­
ven nor refuted. Obviously there are not significant vertical gradients in the well. 
EH4, 5a, and 5b were all drilled in the Muddy Springs area, and the chemistries 
all reflect this water type.
EH6 and 8 are from Meadow Valley Wash and EH3 and 7 were drilled to the 
east in Weiser Wash. The previously described idea that group 1 water is found at 
all depths in the south and only at greater depth in the north is supported by the 
Weiser Wash data. EH6 also supports this, with local dolomite gravel-derived 
water overlying more saline water. The EH8 log shows volcanic gravel mixed in, 
which is a possible explanation of the high sodium, lower magnesium water.
Deuterium and 180  were run on EH waters from most depths (Figures 20 and 
21). The chemical complexity of the region is mirrored by the isotopes. There is 
some doubt concerning the accuracy of the data, as some points plot above the 
meteoric water line. This is beyond normal scatter, and may be explained by 
laboratory error or that the waters are old and scatter around an ancient water 
line (Jacobson, oral comm., 1986). In a rough sense, EH3, 7, and 8 group around 
the global meteoric water line. EH4 and 5 as well as Muddy Springs and lower 
Coyote Spring Valley waters form a tight group, as expected (excepting EH5b at 
265’). There is a great deal of inconsistency with the remaining waters. EHl at 
295’ is a group 1 water, and accordingly plots with EH3, 7, and 8. However, 
group 1 waters from EH6 do not. The two samples (335 and 455 ) have identical 
bulk chemistries, yet show a 1.1 parts per mil difference in 180 . The expected lab
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EH1 8 Isotope Data












Figure 21. Deuterium and Oxygen-18 for EHl-8, not including poor quality 
water from EH2. Numbers represent sampling depth. Regional 
samples are also included.
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error is no greater than 0.4 (Jacobson, oral comm., 1986). The remaining samples 
from EH6 are widely distributed. Based on bulk chemistry, these are believed to 
be younger, more locally derived waters. However, the variation suggests different 
sources. The only waters that undoubtedly show an evaporative history are the 
high TDS EH2 samples. The most shallow (235’) is the heaviest and they show a 
lighter trend with increased depth, as expected. The EH isotope value ranges are 
shown along with regional data in Figure 22.
The conclusions derived from the isotope data are the same as those from the 
chemical data: the regional carbonate waters form a tight group and the waters 
from the Muddy Creek Formation are difficult to explain. However, the differences 
are less clear isotopically. Any isotopic differences indicate source differences 
and/or mixing rather than the chemical heterogeneity of aquifer media. Given the 
observed isotope data, it is likely that all of these factors contribute to the chemi­
cal complexity.
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
The simulations used to verify the hypotheses discussed in the hydrogeology 
section are as follows (see Figure 23 for map):
(1) Ash Spring +  Kane Springs +  minerals ?= ?  Ertec Well
(2) Maynard Spring +  Kane Springs +  minerals ?= ?  Ertec Well
(3) Ertec Well +  minerals ?= ?  Muddy Spring
(4) Ertec Well +  Elgin Railroad Well ?= ?  Muddy Spring
(5) Muddy Spring +  minerals ?= ?  Bhemer Well
(6) Bhemer Well +  minerals ?= ?  EH2(235’)
6-3  miles
Figure 22. Oxygen-18 (top) and deuterium (bottom) values of study area 
waters. Ranges are given at multiple sample sites.

These cover the proposed flowpaths, with the exception of lower Meadow 
Valley Wash. There is simply not enough knowledge of flowpaths in this area to 
propose a scheme. A  few guesses were made, but the BALANCE runs gave unreal­
istic results. The randomness described earlier may be so great that the area will 
never lend itself to modeling. Table 3 shows the match between simulation 
(PHREEQE) and observed (WATEQ). In general, SI for cal cite and dolomite is no 
more accurate than plus or minus 0.5 (Jacobson, oral comm., 1986).
As stated before, BALANCE is used first to check the hypothesis in a rough 
sense. If soluble minerals are shown to precipitate, or if water mixing ratios are 
unrealistic, then changes must be made. If the output seems to agree with thermo­
dynamic properties of the minerals, then PHREEQE is run using the BALANCE 
output. With PHREEQE, saturation indices and pH of the final solution are com­
pared to the actual WATEQ data. This acts as the final check. Since these are 
natural environments, the BALANCE output is rounded off significantly (four- 
significant figure accuracy is hardly necessary).
A  sensitivity analysis was performed on the simulations and typical results 
are given in the appendix (Table A-7). Mixing ratios were altered for applicable 
simulations and the changes were compared. It seems that more significant 
changes occur if ratios between dissimilar waters are altered. Carbonate equilibria 
is the most sensitive, though pH changed by no more than 0.3 when significant 
mixing changes were made. Whether these changes exceed the margin of error pro­
duced by the chemical analyses is unknown. In some cases, ratios were such that 
BALANCE would produce unacceptable results, such as precipitation of highly 
soluble minerals. PHREEQE was not run with these mixing proportions.
Simulations 1 and 2 offer two explanations for the water chemistry found in 
southern Coyote Springs Valley, exemplified by the Ertec well. The first is the
Table 3 (a). PHREEQE simulation results. Input water(s) given on left.




Ash Spring Kane Spring Mormon Well Ertec Well PHREEQE
pH 7.0 7.2 7.6 7.7 7.7
log PC02 -1.5 -1.9 -2.1 -2.2 -2.2
Sl(calcite) -.27 -.41 .28 .46 .46
Sl(dolomite) -.64 -1.2 .48 .95 .89
SIf gypsum) -2.2 -2.5 -2.3 -1.8 -1.8
Mineral Suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, albite. 
Mixing Ratios: Ash:KaneMormon == 23:2:9
Simulation 2
Maynard Lake Spring Kane Spring Mormon Well Ertec Well PHREEQE
PH 7.9 7.2 7.6 7.7 7.8
log PC02 -2.4 -1.9 -2.1 -2.2 -2.3
Sl(calcite) .39 -.41 .29 .46 .62
Sl(dolomite) .62 -1.2 .48 .95 1.19
SI(gypsum) -1.9 -2.5 -2.3 -1.8 -1.8
Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite. 
Mixing Ratios: Maynard Lake:Kane:Mormon =  23:2:9
Simu ation 3
Ertec Well Muddy Spring PHREEQE
pH 7.7 7.7 7.9
log PC02 -2.2 -2.25 -2.5
SI(calcite) .46 .48 .70
Sl(dolomite) .95 .92 1.32
SIf gypsum) -1.8 -1.4 -1.4
Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite.
Simulation 4
Ertec Well Elgin Well Muddv Spring PHREEQE
pH 7.7 7.6 
log PC02 -2.2 -2.19 
Sl(calcite) .46 .07 







Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite. 
Mixing Ratios: Ertec:Farrier =  32:4
Table 3 (b). Continuation o f simulation results.
Simulation 5
Muddv Spring Bhemer Well PHREEQE
pH 7.7 7.6 7.4
log PC02 -2.25 -2.13 -2.0
Sl(calcite) .48 .38 .20
Sl(dolomite) .92 .78 .42
SIf gypsum) -1.4 -1.2 -1.2
Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite, trona.
Simulation 6
Bhemer Well EH2(235’) PHREEQE
pH 7.6 8.1 9.2
log PC02 -2.13 -3.22 -4.3
Sl(calcite) .38 .68 1.83
Sl(dolomite) .78 1.3 3.6
| Sl(gypsum) -1.2 -.14 -.14
Mineral Suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite.
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widely held view, where water of Ash Springs type (calcite/dolomite source) mixes 
with Kane Springs Valley water and recharge from the Sheep Range. The Mormon 
Well, though south of the recharge area, is believed to be an accurate representa­
tion o f groundwater from the eastern slopes of the Sheep Range. The chemistries 
were mixed in the proportions estimated from Harrill (1976) and Eakin(1964, 
1966). Harrill (1976) estimates 1600 of the 11,000 acre-ft/yr of Sheep Range 
recharge flows into Las Vegas Valley to the west. Rounding the figure, that leaves 
a 9,000 acre-ft/yr contribution to Coyote Springs Valley. Input from Kane 
Springs Valley is thought to be minor, though no direct measurements have been 
made. A  value of 2,000 acre-ft/yr is used in this study. Eakin (1964) estimates 
between 2,000 and 3,000 acre-ft/yr of the 36,000 acre-ft/yr discharge at Muddy 
Springs is derived from local recharge. Subtracting 2,000 (down-gradient recharge) 
along with 9,000 (Sheep Range) and 2,000 (Kane Springs Valley) from 36,000 
gives 23,000 acre-ft/yr contribution of White River Drainage System water to 
southern Coyote Springs Valley. Thus, Ash Spring, Kane Spring, and Mormon 
Well waters are mixed in the ratio 23:2:9.
The mineral assemblage used in simulation 1 is thought to be associated with 
the deep carbonate flow system: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, and 
albite. Albite contributes sodium not by dissolving, but by the weathering process 
mentioned earlier. This is probably the largest flaw in the simulation. With the 
proportions used, the only way to evolve a calcium-bicarbonate water like Ash 
Spring to a sodium-bicarbonate water (Ertec Well) is to provide a sodium source 
from the local mineralogy. Halite is not the only answer, since sodium outweighs 
chloride in the Ertec Well. Sodium silicates may exist in the impure beds of the 
Paleozoic carbonates, but their role as a major sodium source is questionable. 
Sodium salts such as thenardite and trona are equally rare and in addition pro­
duce unacceptable simulation results because of the associated sulfate and
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carbonate. The requirement in BALANCE is a sodium source unassociated with 
the major anions.
Simulation 2 differs from 1 only in that Maynard Lake Spring is used rather 
than Ash Spring. This spring has not been mentioned in the literature, though 
Eakin (1964, 1966) used Maynard Lake’s elevation in determination of the flow 
system head gradients. The chemistry of this spring water indicates a volcanic 
rock influence, as discussed before. Despite the use of Maynard Lake, Eakin 
claims spring waters emanating from volcanic rock represent a perched aquifer. 
However, in the case of the Maynard Lake area this has not been proven. This 
may be a more attractive source of sodium than the Paleozoic carbonates.
The results of both simulations are shown in Table 3. By any standard, both 
produce acceptable results. Though the simulation 1 numbers look more accurate, 
it is flawed by the mineral suite used. Only subsurface exploration near Maynard 
Lake will determine which approach is correct.
Simulations 3 and 4 show two possible evolution theories for Muddy Springs. 
The first is the more traditional, again based on Eakin’s (1964, 1966) theories. 
Here, the Ertec well water passes through a mineral assemblage and emerges at 
Muddy Springs. Simulation 4 is based on Rush’s (1964) theory that Meadow Val­
ley Wash water also contributes. Recalling the head data from Figure 7, water 
must exit the Meadow Valley Wash basin north of Farrier. Unfortunately, no 
complete analysis exists in the database between Elgin and Farrier. The Farrier 
water chemistry was used initially, but BALANCE would not produce acceptable 
results for any realistic mineral assemblage. Instead, the railroad well from Elgin 
was used, with much more attractive results. At first, the proportions used were 
29:7 (Ertec welkElgin well), based on Rush’s estimation of 7,000 acre-ft/yr 
underflow. However, a ratio of 32:4 produced better chemical results (compare in
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Table A-7). Since Rush’s (1964) study may be outdated, this is believed to be a 
more correct proportion. If flowpath simulations 3 and 4 are evaluated on a purely 
chemical basis, then Meadow Valley Wash underflow is most likely occurring.
The mineral assemblage used is based on Muddy Creek Formation mineral­
ogy. Its influence here is probably not as strong as in lower Moapa Valley, but it 
is indeed present.
The next step is the Muddy Spring water evolving to the sodium-sulfate type 
(simulation 5). The Bhemer well was chosen as an end member because it is the 
first known water of this type away from the springs. A  Muddy Creek Formation 
mineral assemblage is used again, as it is in all subsequent runs.
In general, the salinity increases southeastward, as shown by the high TDS 
waters of EH2. The Bhemer well water is evolved to this state using simulation 6. 
An increase in pH coupled with a decrease in P co2 1S not expected in an environ­
ment o f calcite precipitation. As shown by the carbonate equilibria,
c o 2 +  h 2o  =  h 2c o 3 =  h + +  h c o 3-
h c o 3-  =  H+ +  C 032-
this type of change may be brought about by C 0 2 degassing, thus shifting the 
equilibrium to the left. Calcite precipitation removes C 0 3_ from solution, which 
would move the equilibrium to the right. However, if large amounts of Ca“+ are 
supplied by gypsum dissolution, then precipitation of calcite may occur along with 
degassing. There is less agreement in this simulation than any of the others, 
implying that other waters are mixing along the flowpath. The heterogeneity of 
the Muddy Creek Formation along with the observed water chemistry supports 
this hypothesis. A  spring farther down the Muddy River (Spring-near Moapa in 
the appendix) shows a chemistry quite similar to Bhemer well. The water in EH2
- iw r w a s j i
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may therefore be from a different source without any mixing with Bhemer type 
water.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Coyote Springs-Moapa-Meadow Valley area is one in which hydrogeol­
ogy is still a mystery. Not only is there very little hydraulic data, but the geo­
chemistry and isotopes have shown unexpected relationships. Sources of salts have 
not previously been described in detail and the geochemistry has not been used to 
check flowpath hypotheses.
The groundwater flow in Coyote Springs Valley is north to south, with input 
from Kane Springs Wash (2,000 acre-ft/yr) and recharge from the Sheep Range 
(9,000 acre-ft/yr). A  bedrock high at the southern end of the valley diverts the 
groundwater eastward through Arrow Canyon, leading to a major discharge at 
Muddy Springs. The springs may have a contribution from Meadow Valley Wash 
underflow (4,000 acre-ft/yr), though this is not certain.
South of the springs, the flowpath is poorly defined. Results of the Bhemer 
Well-EH2 simulation imply local water mixing and (possibly) perched water 
bodies. This is even more prevalent in lower Meadow Valley Wash, where no obvi­
ous water evolution scenario is detectable. In general, groundwater flows north to 
south in Meadow Valley Wash, but water chemistry type and TDS vary to such a 
degree that a more precise evolutionary path cannot be defined.
As might be expected, water in the carbonate aquifers of the White River 
drainage system is a calcium/magnesium-bicarbonate type. This is evident in 
Pahranagat Valley (north of the study area) and Kane Springs valley, but not in 
Coyote Springs Valley. A  possible explanation is the presence of volcanic rock at
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the Maynard Lake area. This rock gives additional sodium to the water, thus 
altering the chemistry to the observed sodium-bicarbonate type. Whether the 
drainage system waters flow through the volcanic unit or not remains a mystery. 
The sodium-bicarbonate chemistry extends to the Muddy Springs.
The Muddy Creek Formation dominates the geology in Moapa Valley and 
lower Meadow Valley Wash, and its effect on groundwater chemistry is evidenced 
by high salinity (a TDS range of 1000-4500 mg/1) and a sulfate character (up to 
80% of total anion epm). The numerous evaporite minerals (mainly gypsum and 
thenardite) in these sediments are the principal cause of these characteristics.
Geochemical modeling techniques show that groundwater from Kane Springs 
Wash and the Sheep Range mix with regional flow from the north to form the 
observed water chemistry in southern Coyote Springs Valley. It is universally 
agreed that Ash Spring in Pahranagat Valley is representative of regional flow, 
while this is not true for Maynard Lake Spring. Using the same mineral assem­
blage, both produce acceptable results in the simulations. The requirement in the 
Ash Spring scenario is that significant amounts of sodium silicate must be present 
in the carbonate formations to give the sodium values observed down gradient. 
Because of its location in volcanic rocks, Maynard Lake Spring chemistry already 
shows the sodium spike, and so sodium silicate contribution along the flowpath is 
not required.
In testing the theory that Meadow Valley Wash groundwater contributes to 
Muddy Springs discharge, acceptable results were obtained when Elgin groundwa­
ter was used in the simulations. However, no realistic mineral assemblage would 
produce a mass balance when a Farrier sample was used. It is likely that 
underflow is occurring between the two sites, but no complete data is available 
here. The traditional theory that Meadow Valley Wash does not contribute was
tested and also produced good results. The lack of regional hydraulic data from 
Meadow Valley Wash makes the conclusion untenable.
Simulations support some Muddy Spring water evolution into the Muddy 
Creek Formation, but other unsuccessful runs point to complex hydrogeology in 
Moapa Valley. It is evident that water from Farrier passes through the Muddy 
Creek Formation and evolves to the general type found in lower Meadow Valley 
Wash, but the precise flowpath is unclear.
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1 Maynard Lake S p r in g
2 C oyote  S pring  W ell
2 C oyote  S prin g  W ell
3 U .S .G .S  W ell VF-2











1 -  14-85  
11- 0 -80 
11- 0 -81








5 63 .0  
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8 1 .0  
8 3 .0
1 3 .7  














4 05 .0  
2 57 .7
2 59 .0
3 03 .0  






4 CE-DT-4 E rte c  W ell
5 W illow  S prin g  (KSWJ 
5 W illow  S pring  (KSWJ
5 W illow  S pring (KSW)











7 -  0 -81  
7 -1 7 -7 5  
11- 0 -80 
11- 0 -81  
11- 0 -81
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380 .0  
0. 
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4 7 2 .3
266 .5
246 .6
2 75 .3  
3 42 .9
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7 Spring-K ane S prin gs  Wa
8 Kane S prings
9 B oulder S pring
10 Spring-K ane S prin gs  Wa











7 -1 7 -7 5  
11- 0 -81  
11- 0 -81  
7 -17 -7 5  
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4 14 .8
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11 Bradshaw W ell, E lg in  
11 Randono W ell, E lg in
11 U .P .R .R . E lg in
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14 Meadow V a lle y  Wash, Fa 
14 Meadow V a lle y  Wash, Fa
14 F a rr ie r  R a ilro a d  W ell
15 U .S .G .S  W ell CSV-2
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ber of zero indicates the data point was not included 
on the m
ap. A
 value of zero for a given constituent indicates 
there was no analysis.
map S it e  Name
n o.
1 Anderson W ell
2 Lewis W ell «1  
0 Lewis W ell #2 
0 Lewis W ell #3
3 A bbot W ell
3 A bbot W ell R eplacem ent 
0 S prin g
0 S pring  
0 S pring
4 W ell-M oapa
4 W ell-M oapa
5 Bhenver We 11
6 Baldwin House S p r in g -S  
6 Baldwin S prin g
6 Baldwin S prin g
6 Baldwin House S pring-N
7 Baldwin Cut S prin g  
7 Baldwin Cut S pring
7 Baldwin Cut S pring
8 Muddy(Big) S prin g
8 Muddy (B ig) S prin g  
8 Muddy S pring
8 Muddy S pring
9 Iv e rso n  S prin g
10 Jones S prin g
11 P ederson  (Warm) S p r in g  
11 Pederson S prin g
11 Pederson S pring
12 W illow  P low ing W ell 
0 WPC W ell «1
0 NPC W ell #2 
0 NPC W ell #3 
0 NPC W ell 14 
0 NPC W ell #5
13 EH-4 165 '
13 EH-4 205'
14 EH-5a 6 5 '
14 EH-5a 205 '
14 EH-5b 265'
15 EH1-135'
map S it e  Name
n o .
LONG. LAT. Data Temp EC TDS pH
rima etna mdy (C) u-mhos mg/1
1144414 364411 1 0 -2 8 -6 9 0 . 0 . 5 25 .0 7 .7 0
1144411 364358 1 0 -2 8 -6 9 0. 0 . 4 99 .0 7 .6 0
1144359 364358 1 0 -2 8 -6 9 0. 0 . 5 01 .0 7 .7 0
1144357 364357 1 0 -2 8 -6 9 0. 0 . 5 05 .5 7 .7 0
1144115 364241 9 -2 5 -7 4 20.0 1 57 5 .0 1 07 1 .5 8 .4 0
1144115 364241 3 -1 9 -8 6 0. 1 06 0 .0 1 27 0 .4 7 .6 4
114 36 1 1 - 0 -80 31.0 1100 .0 1 28 9 .5 8 .1 0
114 36 11- 0 -80 20 .5 1 100 .0 5 98 .0 8 .2 0
114 36 1 1 - 0 -80 2 6 .0 2 10 0 .0 6 03 .0 7 .9 0
1144101 364215 5 -2 7 -6 3 0. 0 . 0 40 .0 7 .5 0
1144101 364215 11- 0 -80 17.0 2600 .0 1692 .0 8 .1 0
1144133 364237 1 2 -1 0 -7 4 27.0 1 460 .0 904 .0 7 .6 0
1144338 364335 6 -2 8 -7 1 32.0 6 5 3 .9 5 90 .0 0 .1 5
1144330 364336 6 - 5 -81 0. 0 70 .0 5 9 5 .5 7 .0 0
1144330 364335 9 -3 0 -8 1 0. 9 30 .0 5 80 .0 7 .3 0
1144330 364336 6 -2 8 -7 1 32.0 0 4 9 .8 5 98 .0 8 .0 5
1144330 364315 6 -2 8 -7 1 31 .5 0 7 7 .8 6 14 .5 8 .2 0
1144330 364315 6 -  5 -81 0. 0 37 .0 6 1 5 .5 7 .0 0
1144330 364315 9 -3 0 -8 1 0. 9 50 .0 599 .0 7 .2 0
1144257 364319 6 -2 8 -7 1 3 1 .5 9 00 .7 6 3 3 .6 8 .1 2
1144257 364319 7 -2 2 -8 1 3 2 .5 9 30 .0 4 78 .0 7 .2 4
1144257 364319 6 -  5 -81 0. 9 30 .0 5 97 .5 7 .0 0
1144257 364319 9 -3 0 -8 1 0 . 9 1 0 .0 6 07 .0 7 .4 0
1144242 364237 6 -2 8 -7 1 3 1 .5 0 0 3 .9 6 1 3 .5 8 .0 0
1144305 364253 6 -2 8 -7 1 33.0 8 30 .0 6 0 6 .5 8 .2 0
1144253 364236 7 -  2 -75 32.0 1 045 .0 6 2 6 .5 8 .0 0
1144253 364236 6 -  5 -81 0. 6 41 .0 6 19 .0 7 .7 0
1144253 364236 9 -3 0 -8 1 0. 9 50 .0 6 17 .0 7 .6 0
1144243 364326 4 -1 7 -6 9 3 2 .5 9 39 .1 6 12 .4 7 .7 5
114 36 12-1 2 -8 5 0. 8 44 .0 5 05 .0 8 .0 3
114 36 12-12 -85 0. 8 34 .0 6 19 .0 8 .2 2
114 36 12-1 2 -8 5 0. 8 01 .0 6 0 4 .9 0 .1 0
114 36 1 2 -1 2 -8 5 0. 7 9 0 .0 501 .0 8 .1 0
114 36 12-1 2 -8 5 0. 915 .0 573 .0 0 .0 0
1144250 364223 3 -1 8 -8 6 21 .4 921 .0 5 61 .5 8 .4 6
1144250 364223 3 -18 -8 6 24 .1 9 16 .0 5 5 5 .6 0 .1 5
1144436 364358 3 - 5 -86 27.0 0 80 .0 5 44 .5 0 .3 2
1144436 364358 3 - 5 -86 29.0 881 .0 5 52 .9 8 .1 0
1144436 364358 3 -12 -8 6 29.0 0 99 .0 5 51 .2 8 .2 9
1143752 363937 1 0- 2 -85 0 . 2360.0 1 620 .0 8 .2 5
LONG. LAT. Data Terrp EC IDS pH
dms dms mdy (C) u-mhos o g / l
Cm Mg Na K Cl 504 HC03 S102
m g/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1
6 9 .0 22 .0 9 2 .0 0 . 58 .0 140 .0 288.0 0 .
6 7 .0 23.0 8 4 .0 0 . 58 .0 123 .0 200 .0 0 .
6 9 .0 21 .0 8 6 .0 0 . 57 .0 123.0 290 .0 0.
7 7 .0 27 .0 9 0 .0 0 . 60 .0 1 65 .0 317 .0 0 .
9 0 .0 5 4 .0 153 .0 15 .0 117 .0 4 2 9 .0 2 97 .0 6 5 .0
1 20 .0 6 7 .9 1 84 .0 1 9 .5 157 .0 5 15 .0 316 .0 4 9 .0
1 15 .0 6 0 .0 225 .0 25 .0 143 .0 394 .0 5 79 .0 3 0 .0
6 5 .0 27 .0 9 5 .0 14.0 61 .0 172 .0 270 .0 25 .0
6 5 .0 27 .0 9 5 .0 15.0 60 .0 172 .0 274 .0 2 4 .0
9 0 .0 29.0 156 .0 0 . 1 09 .0 3 20 .0 280.0 0.
1 36 .0 6 9 .0 315.0 30 .0 120 .0 019 .0 360 .0 2 3 .0
7 6 .0 4 0 .0 157 .0 11.0 1 04 .0 318 .0 316 .0 4 0 .0
6 2 .5 27.0 9 1 .3 1 1 .5 6 5 .7 1 77 .5 2 62 .2 3 2 .3
6 5 .0 29.0 9 5 .0 11.0 61 .0 170 .0 267 .0 3 1 .0
6 3 .0 28.0 9 0 .0 11.0 64 .0 170 .0 260.0 2 0 .0
6 2 .5 26 .9 9 1 .0 1 1 .3 6 2 .0 1 70 .8 265 .8 3 1 .2
6 3 .0 27 .5 9 6 .3 1 1 .3 6 6 .3 103 .0 269 .3 3 1 .0
6 6 .0 28.0 94.0 11.0 64.0 190.0 267.0 29 .0
6 4 .0 28.0 9 0 .0 11.0 6 3 .0 100.0 268.0 29.0
6 5 .0 2 0 .1 9 7 .8 1 1 .0 6 9 .5 1 96 .3 2 70 .5 30 .0
6 6 .0 26.0 96 .0 10.0 6 1 .0 190 .0 0. 29 .0
6 6 .0 28.0 9 9 .0 11.0 6 5 .0 170.0 255.0 31 .0
6 3 .0 20.0 9 6 .0 12.0 6 6 .0 180.0 260.0 28 .0
6 3 .0 2 6 .5 9 7 .0 11 .5 6 7 .7 1 02 .5 2 70 .5 2 9 .3
6 2 .0 27.0 9 4 .0 .1 2 .0 6 6 .0 181.0 2 67 .0 31 .0
6 5 .0 29 .0 101 .0 10.0 6 1 .0 193 .0 277 .0 29 .0
6 6 .0 20.0 100 .0 11.0 57.0 190 .0 274 .0 30 .0
6 6 .0 28.0 9 6 .0 11.0 6 4 .0 190.0 268.0 28 .0
6 2 .2 26.0 9 7 .5 10.0 6 7 .4 102 .0 274.0 2 8 .7
5 9 .0 27 .1 8 9 .8 1 1 .2 5 5 .4 159 .0 291.0 30 .0
6 2 .6 29 .2 9 3 .6 10 .4 5 0 .7 100 .0 293.0 3 0 .0
6 0 .0 2 7 .3 9 4 .6 11.0 50 .5 169 .0 285.0 4 2 .0
5 0 .4 28 .3 9 1 .9 10.2 52.2 162.0 206.0 35 .0
5 7 .9 26 .1 93 .1 11 .3 54.1 156.0 279.0 35 .0
5 0 .3 30.0 8 9 .4 1 1 .6 5 7 .7 175 .0 241.0 27 .0
4 7 .8 2 9 .3 9 0 .0 11 .5 5 6 .7 167 .0 249 .0 20 .0
4 0 .4 26 .1 100.0 12.2 5 4 .0 156.0 252.0 29 .0
5 8 .0 26.0 92 .1 1 1 .9 5 2 .9 152 .0 250.0 31 .0
4 9 .6 26 .4 9 5 .9 11 .8 5 1 .5 145 .0 276.0 33 .0
1 37 .0 7 0 .4 306 .0 1 9 .9 219.0 6 70 .0 361.0 10 .0
Ca Mg . Na K Cl S04 HC03 S102












ber of zero indicates the data point w
as not included 
on the m
ap. A
 value of zero for a given constituent indicates 
there was no analysis.

map S i t e  Name LONG. LAT. Date Torn EC IDS pH Ca Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03 S102
no, dms dms mdy (C) u-mhos mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1
1 11 S tew art W ell 1143501 364133 7 -  1 -81 23.0 1965.0 1476 .3  7 .4 5 1 11 .0 8 8 .4 229 .0 1 3 .9 154.0 667.0 300 .0 6 3 .0
1 11 S tew art Wall 1143501 364133 4 -1 9 -8 2 21.0 1940.0 1 483 .6  7 .6 7 1 14 .0 85 .8 231 .0 1 4 .3 161.0 669.0 299 .0 5 9 .0
2 12 S tew art W ell 1143518 364124 7 -  1 -81 23.0 2496 .0 1822 .0  6 .9 2 1 86 .0 121.0 2 19 .0 16.0 212.0 878.0 254.0 6 3 .0
2 12 S tew art W all 1143518 364124 4 -2 2 -8 2 21 .0 2916 .0 2220 .1  7 .1 1 226 .0 151.0 252 .0 1 7 .6 265.0 1120.0 249.0 6 4 .0
3 13 Rand W ell 1143528 364137 7 -  7 -81 21 .0 4 390 .0 3 668 .5  7 .1 8 2 68 .0 238.0 5 48 .0 1 9 .5 4 82 .0 1880.0 328 .0 6 9 .0
3 13 Rand W all 1143528 364137 4 -2 2 -8 2 21.0 4661 .0 3800 .2  7 .2 0 262 .0 244.0 5 96 .0 2 0 .7 513 .0 1930.0 333 .0 6 8 .0
4 15 B. Lewie W all 1143513 364114 7 -  7 -81 22.0 3452.0 2643 .5  7 .2 3 256 .0 168.0 348 .0 1 6 .5 334.0 1340.0 256.0 53 .0
4 15 B. Lewis W all 1143513 364114 4 -2 2 -8 2 2 1 .5 3695.0 2 931 .4  7 .0 8 2 60 .0 175.0 391 .0 17 .9 368.0 1540.0 255.0 5 2 .0
5 16 B. Lewis Wall 1143512 364120 7 -  8 -81 22.0 1593.0 1 123 .7  7 .3 0 1 38 .0 4 4 .9 158 .0 1 2 .8 108.0 510.0 234 .0 3 5 .0
6 17 B. Lew is W all 1143511 364133 7 -  8 -81 21.0 2168.0 1 591 .7  7 .3 4 149 .0 9 0 .1 228 .0 1 4 .6 173.0 737 .0 292.0 5 4 .0
6 17 B. Lew is W all 1143511 364133 4 -22 -8 2 21.0 2450.0 1783 .8  7 .1 2 156 .0 106.0 249 .0 1 5 .3 228.0 814.0 311.0 6 0 .0
7 18 B. L ew is W all 1143607 364238 7 -  9 -81 22.0 1827.0 1305 .2  7 .6 0 107 .0 7 5 .8 203 .0 11 .9 121.0 560.0 321.0 6 6 .0
7 IB B. Lewis Wall 1143607 364238 4 -1 9 -8 2 19.0 1829.0 1342.0  7 .4 0 113.0 7 5 .9 209 .0 12 .6 126.0 578.0 325.0 6 5 .0
8 113 Henry Wall 1143605 364214 7 -1 6 -8 1 30.0 4737 .0 4 51 3 .4  7 .2 5 348 .0 188.0 7 85 .0 13 .9 231.0 2760.0 309.0 33.0
9 114 W right W ell 1143548 364212 7 -1 6 -8 1 22.0 2177 .0 1615 .9  7 .2 5 1 49 .0 97 .2 216 .0 14.2 210.0 710.0 313.0 6 3 .0
9 114 W right W ell 1143548 364212 4 -2 6 -8 2 24.0 2193.0 1 674 .7  7 .3 0 145 .0 100.0 242 .0 14 .7 207.0 744.0 316.0 64 .0
10 115 T a y lor  W ell 1143550 364202 7 -1 6 -8 1 3 2 .0 1927.0 1431 .6  7 .1 5 126 .0 8 5 .7 198 .0 13 .4 121.0 696.0 269.0 57 .0
11 116 T a y lor  W ell 1143546 364207 7 -1 6 -8 1 22.0 3823.0 2895 .3  6 .9 5 254 .0 195.0 402 .0 17 .8 578.0 1220.0 329.0 64 .0
11 116 T a y lor  W ell 1143546 364207 4 -26 -8 2 22.5 3048 .0 2436 .6  7 .3 7 195.0 154.0 377 .0 17.1 366.0 1100.0 329.0 6 3 .0
12 117 C u tle r  W ell 1143543 364145 7 -1 7 -8 1 23.0 3120 .0 2334 .5  7 .1 7 199 .0 135.0 368 .0 1 4 .5 297.0 1134.0 292.0 4 1 .0
12 117 C u tle r  W ell 1143543 364145 5 - 4 -82 23.0 2900 .0 2169 .9  7 .1 3 179.0 124.0 349 .0 13 .9 269.0 1050.0 290.0 4 0 .0
13 118 Lerner W ell 1143606 364147 7 -1 7 -8 1 25.0 1750 .0 1213 .2  7 .5 6 151.0 78 .2 113.0 12.0 136.0 637.5 127.0 22.0
14 122 P u ls ip h e r  W ell 1143606 364227 7 -2 0 -8 1 23.0 3120.0 2350 .9  7 .1 8 178 .0 153.0 363 .0 14 .4 264.0 1148.0 321.0 7 0 .0
14 122 P u ls ip h e r  W ell 1143606 364227 5 - 4 -82 22 .5 2625 .0 2081 .5  7 .1 9 145 .0 124.0 336 .0 14.0 240.0 996.0 321.0 6 6 .0
15 125 Schlarman W ell 1143519 364144 7 -2 2 -8 1 23.0 2600.0 1 935 .9  7 .4 1 172 .0 136.0 262 .0 17 .9 170.0 971.0 290.0 6 2 .0
15 125 Schlarman W ell 1143519 364144 4 -2 6 -8 2 21.0 1973.0 1442.2  7 .6 0 125.0 85 .8 201 .0 14.4 166.0 638.0 306.0 59 .0
16 126 B a r t le t  W ell 1143519 364134 4 -2 6 -8 2 21.5 3052.0 2262 .9  7 .6 2 238.0 150.0 266.0 17 .4 3B0.0 999.0 301.0 62 .0
17 131 W right W ell 1143537 364213 7 -23 -8 1 27.0 1732.0 1742 .7  7 .4 7 113 .0 8 9 .1 329 .0 12 .1 236.0 765.0 283.0 57.0
18 132 C ortez  Wall 1143532 364131 7 -23 -8 1 37.0 1960.0 1 445 .3  7 .1 1 122.0 97.0 196 .0 13 .8 134.0 689.0 265.0 6 1 .0
19 133 Embry W ell 1143523 364129 7 -2 3 -8 1 27.0 1943.0 1 459 .3  7 .0 9 111 .0 8 4 .2 229.0 1 3 .6 123.0 689.0 289.0 6 5 .0
19 133 Embry W ell 1143523 364129 5 - 4 -82 0. 2050.0 1380 .7  7 .5 1 109 .0 7 8 .4 223 .0 1 2 .8 120.0 629.0 289.0 64 .0
20 134 Embry Wall 1143525 364127 7 -2 3 -8 1 22.0 2761.0 1271 .3  7 .7 0 101.0 7 7 .7 177.0 14 .1 124.0 572.0 279.0 6 6 .0
20 134 Embry W ell 1143525 364127 5 - 4 -82 22.0 1930.0 1325 .1  7 .2 6 8 5 .6 6 6 .5 256.0 11.0 135.0 575.0 278.0 5 7 .0
21 TH12 Nevada Power 1143438 364112 11-21-80 21.0 1691.0 1170 .1  7 .1 4 9 9 .3 7 6 .7 160.0 9 .6 120.0 517.0 273.0 5 1 .0
22 TH21 Nevada Power 1143533 364148 11-21-80 20 .2 3210.0 2 248 .8  7 .0 1 232.0 146.0 271.0 1 7 .3 361.0 998.0 315.0 6 6 .0
23 NPC 5c -  3 h r . 1143530 364153 1 -27-80 0. 2015 .0 1 362 .7  7 .7 5 120 .0 78 .0 211 .0 11 .2 155.0 615.0 285.0 30.0
23 NPC 5c -  28 h r . 1143530 364153 1 -28-80 0. 2015.0 1339 .7  7 .8 0 117 .0 "78.0 206.0 11 .2 148 .0 607.0 285.0 30 .0
23 NPC 5 c  -  75 h r . 1143530 364153 1 -29-80 0. 2015.0 1330.8  7 .7 6 118 .0 76 .0 204.0 10 .8 157.0 609.0 254.0 29 .0
24 Till Nevada Power 1143440 364025 12-24-80 20.0 1925.0 1480.3  7 .3 7 118.0 96 .4 207.0 17 .4 246.0 584.0 305.0 59 .0
25 TH2 Nevada Power 1143427 364015 11-20-80 2 1 .4 2455.0 1794.1  6 .9 5 211 .0 7 9 .3 222 .0 15 .3 145.0 921.0 293.0 54 .0
map S it e  Name LONG. LAT. Date Tern EC TDS pH Ca Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03 S102
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nap S i t *  Ham* LONG. LAT. Date Tenp EC IDS pH Ca Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03 S102
no dnw dkns mdy (C) u-mhoa mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1
26 TH3 Nevada Power 1143420 364021 11-2 0 -8 0 22 .0 2 119 .0 1 62 1 .6  7 .1 4 205.0 8 7 .3 157 .0 17 .3 100.0 876.0 256.0 5 1 .0
27 u n Nevada Power 1143427 364040 11-2 0 -8 0 20 .2 1793 .0 1 244 .5  7 .2 5 106.0 7 6 .7 168 .0 11 .3 104.0 606 .0 257.0 44 .0
28 HI31 Nevada Power 1143508 364038 1 1 -2 1 -8 0 22.0 2336 .0 1 617 .2  7 .2 9 119 .0 29.4 3 47 .0 13 .3 138.0 815.0 211 .0 50 .0
29 19 B. Lewis W ell 1143448 364013 7 -  9 -81 23.0 1851 .0 1 301 .1  7 .2 6 127.0 6 4 .5 188 .0 1 5 .1 124.0 588.0 277.0 56 .0
29 19 B. Lewis W ell 1143448 364013 4 -2 0 -8 2 21 .0 1897 .0 1 37 7 .3  7 .4 6 137 .0 6 9 .2 201 .0 1 5 .6 139.0 623.0 275 .0 55 .0
30 121 P u ls ip h e r  W all 1143453 364027 7 -2 0 -8 1 23.0 2 028 .0 1 506 .1  7 .3 6 134.0 6 2 .7 253 .0 1 6 .7 166.0 6 79 .7 274 .0 57 .0
30 121 P u ls ip h e r  W all 1143453 364027 4 -2 0 -8 2 21 .5 2142 .0 1 541 .4  7 .1 3 143.0 66 .3 252 .0 16 .6 187.0 684.0 271.0 57.0
31 135 L e a v it t  W all 1143457 364021 7 -2 8 -8 1 23.0 2007 .0 1 518 .8  7 .4 0 130 .0 4 5 .6 280.0 16 .7 170.0 7 11 .5 236.0 4 7 .0
31 135 L e a v it t  W ell 1143457 364021 4 -2 0 -8 2 21.0 2385 .0 1 724 .8  7 .4 9 146.0 4 7 .4 333 .0 19 .4 206.0 805 .0 238.0 49.0
32 136 P u ls ip h e r  W all 1143455 364018 7 -2 8 -8 1 23 .0 3 276 .0 2558 .0  6 .9 7 213.0 6 8 .7 4 76 .0 27 .8 325.0 1280.0 241 .0 4 7 .0
32 136 P u ls ip h e r  W all 1143455 364018 4 -2 0 -8 2 21.0 3 577 .0 2 71 3 .7  7 .1 4 228.0 7 7 .7 5 17 .0 29.0 335.0 1360.0 240 .0 4 7 .0
33 137 W eiss W ell 1143447 364001 1 0 -1 9 -8 1 22.0 2390 .0 2 27 4 .4  7 .4 0 220.0 102.0 328 .0 19 .9 288.0 1151.0 221 .0 55 .0
34 139 C allahan  W all 1143457 364007 1 0 -2 0 -8 1 23.0 3640 .0 3 53 3 .5  7 .5 6 243.0 8 3 .7 6 81 .0 3 1 .8 491.0 1870.0 188.0 39.0
35 140 L loyd  Wall 1143456 364013 1 0 -2 0 -8 1 23 .5 2780 .0 2 593 .7  7 .1 4 214.0 87 .6 4 40 .0 24.1 305.0 1380.0 216.0 35.0
36 142 C arlson  W all 1143457 363945 10-2 1 -8 1 25.0 3200 .0 3 40 1 .5  7 .3 2 290.0 118.0 609 .0 22 .5 540.0 1680.0 218.0 33.0
37 148 Ron Lewis W all 1143447 364013 11-1 0 -8 1 22 .0 1460 .0 1 275 .7  7 .5 3 130.0 7 0 .4 169.0 13.8 128.0 561 .0 295 .0 56.0
38 NPC W ell «1 1143443 364025 3 -2 9 -8 5 0. 2420 .0 1 81 1 .8  7 .7 7 193.0 99.1 229.0 16.2 210.0 871.0 277.0 5 5 .0
39 NPC W ell #4 1143438 364107 3 -2 9 -8 5 0. 1770 .0 1 267 .1  7 .9 8 111.0 88 .3 165.0 9 .3 146.0 589.0 253.0 32.0
40 NPC i4 a  Sanp. 1 1143426 364108 3 -27 -8 0 0 . 3327 .0 2 570 .1  7 .7 5 321.0 111.0 248.0 24 .9 40 .9 1713.0 187.0 17.8
40 NPC #4a Sanp. 2 1143430 364108 3 -2 7 -8 0 0 . 3186 .0 2 424 .1  7 .9 7 312.0 110.0 250.0 22 .3 34.0 1583.0 190.0 17 .8
40 NPC #4a Samp. 3 1143430 364108 3 -2 7 -8 0 0 . 2605.0 2 110 .4  7 .9 6 363.0 133.0 264.0 25.0 54 .9 1150.0 199.0 21.0
40 NPC #4a Sanp. 4 1143430 364108 3 -2 8 -8 0 0. 2244 .0 1 57 0 .6  8 .0 7 181.0 86.0 200.0 12 .4 61.1 905.0 210.0 20.1
40 NPC |4a Sanp. 5 1143430 364108 3 -2 8 -8 0 0. 2154 .0 1 552 .3  8 .1 0 181.0 80.0 200.0 11 .7 50.6 905.0 212.0 18.0
41 NPC 11 Sanp. «1 1143439 364054 9 -1 0 -8 1 21 .6 2150.0 1395 .0  7 .6 3 135.0 76.0 190 .0 15.0 140.0 639.0 284.0 58 .0
41 NPC 11 Saup. #2 1143439 364054 9 -1 0 -8 1 21.0 2040 .0 1408 .0  7 .6 8 139 .0 78 .0 188 .0 14.0 144.0 644 .0 284 .0 5 9 .0
42 NPC 25 1981 Nevada Pow 1143435 364014 6 -2 4 -8 1 21 .0 1780.0 1194 .0  7 .8 0 122.0 65 .0 174.0 14.0 119.0 553.0 294.0 0.
42 NPC 25 1985 Nevada Pow 1143435 364014 3 -2 9 -8 5 0. 3350.0 2 818 .3  7 .8 5 329.0 179.0 264.0 19 .8 295.0 1560.0 237.0 53.0
43 NPC 34 Nevada Power 1143442 364038 3 -2 7 -8 1 21.0 1820.0 1 323 .5  7 .8 1 123 .0 72.0 173.0 14.0 131.0 600.0 291.0 65 .0
0 NPC 2 Sanp. #1 1143444 364014 9 -2 8 -8 1 22.0 1750.0 1 229 .5  7 .5 5 118.0 64 .0 180.0 14.0 112.0 541.0 285.0 58.0
0 NPC 2 Sanp. #2 1143444 364014 9 -2 8 -8 1 22.0 1730.0 1187 .0  7 .6 5 116.0 63.0 177.0 13.0 112.0 505.0 286.0 58.0
44 EH-a1 115 ' 1143433 364026 5 -1 0 -8 6 0. 1753 .0 1372 .2  8 .0 5 125.0 7 3 .6 200.0 16 .6 162.0 633.0 248.0 38.0
44 E!l-a1 175 ' 1143433 364026 5 -1 0 -8 6 0. 3400 .0 2 425 .8  7 .5 6 320.0 60 .8 317.0 20.0 177.0 1390.0 172.0 35.0
44 EH-81 195' 1143433 364026 5 -1 0 -8 6 0. 4 250 .0 3 045 .3  7 .7 4 358.0 107.0 436 .0 22.8 240.0 1780.0 161.0 21.0
44 EH-8l 225 ' 1143433 364026 5 -1 0 -8 6 0. 3640 .0 3118 .0  7 .6 1 394.0 103.0 4 15 .0 22.0 236.0 1840.0 158.0 29.0
44 EH-a> 2 4 4 '(bottom ) 1143433 364026 5 -1 0 -8 6 0. 3580 .0 2 950 .4  7 .6 2 374.0 102.0 397.0 2 1 .9 224.0 1720.0 167.0 28.0
45 EH-6 7 5 ' 1143412 364054 3 -24 -8 6 21.2 5 15 .0 2 8 8 .3  7 .9 9 3 8 .8 34 .7 19.0 4 .8 12.3 16.2 283.0 21.0
45 EH-6 8 5 ' 1143412 364054 3 -24 -8 6 21 .4 5 48 .0 3 46 .0  8 .1 4 34.8 34 .4 37 .2 6 .7 19.5 7 6 .9 251.0 11.0
45 EH-6 9 5 ' 1143412 364054 3 -24 -8 6 21 .8 5 52 .0 2 84 .3  8 .2 4 38 .2 35.0 15 .7 5 .0 10.6 18.8 282.0 20.0
45 EH-6 105' 1143412 364054 3 -24 -8 6 22 .4 5 20 .0 2 84 .5  8 .1 8 3 7 .5 34.0 19.4 7 .4 14.8 26.8 263.0 13.0
45 EH-6 115 ' 1143412 364054 3 -2 4 -8 6 22 .4 5 57 .0 2 78 .5  8 .2 2 3 8 .4 33.2 1 6 .4 5 .3 11.5 20.2 269.0 19.0
map S i t e  Naina LONG. LAT. Data Tenp EC IDS pH Ca Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03 S102





Continuation of data from
 Figure 5.
map S it e  Name LONG, LAT.
no Hmn dms
45 EH-6 125' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 135* 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 145' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 155' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 165' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 175' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 235* 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 295' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 304* 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 335 ' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 435 ' 1143412 364054
45 EH-6 455* 1143412 364054
46 R. West W ell 1143315 363913
47 McCormick W all 1143403 364005
47 110 H ester (McCormick) 1143359 364009
47 110 H ester (McCormick) 1143359 364009
48 141 Bishop W ell 1143338 364000
49 143 H ester W ell 1143400 363956
49 143 H ester W ell 1143400 363956
50 145 Lewis W ell 1143316 363912
51 146 Lewis W ell 1143341 363915
51 146 Lewis W ell 1143341 363915
52 EH3- 295' 1143132 364132
52 EH3-355* 1143132 364132
52 EH3- 455 ' 1143132 364132
52 EH3- 475 ' 1143132 364132
52 EH3- 545' 1143132 364132
52 EH3- 655 ' 1143132 364132
52 EH3- 695* 1143132 364132
52 EH3-795 ' 1143132 364132
53 EH-7 175' 1143153 364014
53 EH-7 305' 1143153 364014
53 EH-7 405 ' 1143153 364014
53 EH-7 505' 1143153 364014
53 EH-7 555* 1143153 364014
map S it e  Name LONG. LAT.
n o . dras dms
Date Temp EC IDS pH Ca
mdy (C) u-mhoe mg/1 mg/1
3 -2 4 -8 6 2 2 .4 5 50 .0 2 75 .0  8 .1 7 3 6 .3
3 -2 4 -0 6 24.2 1 022 .0 4 3 3 .8  0 .1 7 4 1 .9
3 -2 4 -0 6 2 2 .4 5 10 .0 2 73 .0  8 .1 9 3 5 .3
3 -2 4 -8 6 0 . 4 7 1 .0 2 71 .9  0 .1 6 3 1 .3
3 -2 4 -0 6 0. 5 2 0 .0 4 4 9 .1  8 .0 6 4 3 .9
3 -2 4 -0 6 22.6 5 10 .0 2 08 .3  8 .1 6 3 6 .5
3 -2 4 -0 6 23 .9 1 090 .0 7 1 4 .3  7 .6 4 7 0 .1
3 -2 5 -0 6 24.0 3 100 .0 1 79 9 .4  0 .0 7 103.0
3 -2 5 -0 6 0. 1 170 .0 7 9 4 .1  7 .6 3 80 .0
3 -2 6 -8 6 2 4 .8 3 680 .0 2 008 .8  7 .5 2 362 .0
3 -2 6 -8 6 2 4 .5 2 260 .0 2 585 .3  7 .0 4 310.0
3 -2 6 -8 6 2 5 .1 3140 .0 2 765 .1  7 .6 4 350.0
1 -22 -4 0 0. 4 10 0 .0 2 780 .5  0. 474 .0
1 0 -1 0 -4 9 0. 1450 .0 9 74 .0  0. 132.0
7 -  9 -01 21.0 4 39 0 .0 3 690 .5  6 .8 7 320.0
4 -2 2 -0 2 20.0 5 092 .0 4 1 1 9 .4  7 .0 3 320.0
1 0 -2 1 -0 1 25.0 2650 .0 3 332 .5  7 .1 9 454 .0
1 0 -2 1 -0 1 22.0 3 664 .0 4 50 7 .7  7 .0 0 594 .0
4 -2 2 -8 2 21.0 5 203 .0 4 5 4 9 .7  7 .0 7 596.0
5 -  4 -02 23 .5 3275 .0 2 934 .8  6 .9 0 400 .0
1 0 -2 2 -0 1 25.0 2350 .0 2389 .6  7 .4 0 296.0
5 -  4 -02 25.0 2900 .0 2560 .0  6 .9 5 430 .0
2 - 2 -06 10 .9 8 29 .0 5 0 0 .5  7 .9 6 7 3 .3
2 - 2 -06 10 .1 1000 .0 1 341 .5  7 .9 0 172.0
2 - 2 -06 21.2 3 000 .0 2 442 .1  7 .7 4 273.0
2 - 2 -06 21.2 2800.0 2 334 .9  7 .0 4 302.0
2 - 2 -06 24.1 3690 .0 3 243 .3  7 .0 1 519.0
2 - 4 -06 24.0 3700 .0 3 279 .4  7 .7 6 510.0
2 - 5 -06 24 .2 3 750 .0 3 206 .5  7 .7 5 510.0
2 - 5 -06 0. 3 740 .0 3 286 .0  7 .7 2 505 .0
4 -  5 -86 0. 5 380 .0 3 083 .4  7 .7 7 494 .0
4 -  6 -86 22.3 3260 .0 3 147 .7  7 .5 2 480 .0
4 -  9 -06 23.5 3650 .0 3 170 .9  7 .8 2 494.0
4 -  9 -06 23.1 3570 .0 3057 .2  7 .6 3 474.0
4 -  9 -86 24.1 3500 .0 2 930 .3  7 .8 6 455 .0
Date Tenp EC TDS pH Ca
mdy (C) u-mhos mg/1 mg/1
Mg Na K Cl 604 HC03
mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1
31 .6 1 6 .0 5 .6 11.1 2 4 .6 260 .0
3 6 .6 5 5 .2 8 .4 37 .7 112 .0 252 .0
29 .7 2 1 .2 5 .4 1 1 .1 2 7 .6 249 .0
2 9 .6 2 2 .1 5 .0 11.0 2 7 .6 251 .0
33 .8 6 1 .0 7 .8 36 .6 113 .0 250 .0
20.1 2 6 .5 4 .8 9 .0 4 0 .9 2 45 .0
4 2 .0 0 9 .7 9 .7 19 .5 350 .0 221 .0
8 4 .5 245.0 21.0 36 .6 1120 .0 107 .0
4 6 .0 102 .0 10 .9 1 2 .9 4 17 .0 209 .0
131.0 2 92 .0 34 .7 4 0 .1 1050 .0 172 .0
129.0 264 .0 2 7 .3 4 1 .5 1710 .0 183 .0
134.0 267 .0 31.2 4 0 .9 1840 .0 178 .0
164.0 153.0 0 . 156 .0 1750 .0 103.0
00.0 6 2 .0 0. 32.0 516 .0 250.0
259.0 4 74 .0 17.0 4 02 .0 1960 .0 301 .0
207.0 5 60 .0 19.9 5 57 .0 2170.0 323 .0
192.0 170 .0 17.5 210.0 2190.0 126.0
299.0 356.0 21.2 476 .0 2690.0 265.0
302.0 307 .0 24 .7 486 .0 2600.0 264.0
132.0 190.0 25 .8 193.0 1750 .0 224.0
116.0 161 .0 1 0 .1 147.0 1520 .0 197.0
121.0 165.0 2 1 .5 155.0 1530 .0 191.0
41 .2 2 0 .5 7 .7 31.0 235.0 160.0
115.0 6 7 .3 9 .6 7 5 .6 8 13 .0 144.0
159.0 254 .0 13.1 158.0 1500 .0 140.0
174.0 1 55 .0 12 .4 130.0 1470.0 135 .0
197.0 166.0 21.3 193.0 2070.0 124.0
201.0 168.0 20 .9 193.0 2110.0 123.0
203.0 175.0 22.0 190.0 2110.0 123.0
202.0 173 .0 22 .3 190.0 2110.0 123.0
188.0 162 .0 22 .9 104.0 1960.0 123.0
206.0 163.0 20.7 102.0 2020.0 114.0
209.0 161.0 20.9 192.0 2020.0 120.0
195.0 166.0 27.2 105.0 1930.0 132.0
191.0 163 .0 2 7 .3 175.0 1040 .0 132.0
Mg Na K Cl S04 HC03










































-3 (c). Continuation of data from
 Figure 5.
■ u p  S lt a  Hama 
n o .
1 Hlko Spring-Batem an
2 Hlko Sprlng-USCS
3 Hlko Sprlng-D RI
4 C ry s ta l Spring-B atem an
5 C ry s ta l Sprlng-USCS
6 C ry s ta l Spring-D BI
7 Ash Spring-Batem an 
a Ash Sprlng-USCS
9 Mormon W ell
■ asp S lt a  Name
n o .
LOHC. LAT





0 3 -1 0 -6 2 2 6 .5 0 .
0 0 - 0 -  0 26.0 0 .
0 1 -14 -B 5 0. 5 02 .0
0 5 -  1 -73 27 .0 0.
0 0 -  0 -  0 2 7 .5 4 0 8 .0
0 1 -1 4 -8 5 0 . 4 7 6 .0
0 1 -1 6 -7 3 0. 0 .
0 0 - 0 -  0 36 .0 4 60 .0









IDS pH Ca Mg Na K C l
mg/l m g/l m g /l m g /l m g /l m g /l
3 13 .0 8 .0 0 4 4 .0 23.0 2 9 .0 7 .0 11 .0
3 2 4 .4 7 .4 5 4 9 .0 23.0 2 6 .0 7 .4 11 .0
3 1 9 .9 8 .0 4 4 6 .1 24.0 2 5 .6 7 .0 9 .6
276 .0 8 .3 0 4 5 .0 2 4 .0 3 0 .0 0 . 10 .0
2 8 8 .9 7 .3 0 4 3 .0 21.0 2 2 .0 S.O 8 .9
2 96 .9 8 .0 8 4 4 .6 2 2 .9 2 4 .0 5 .3 9 .1
280 .0 7 .8 0 5 6 .0 14.0 33.0 0. 10 .0
2 88 .9 7 .0 0 4 3 .0 14.0 2 7 .0 7 .4 8 .5
3 63 .0 7 .6 0 6 5 .0 4 1 .0 1 2 .0 1 .0 12 .0
TDS pH Ca Mg Na K C l


































ental data used in sim
ulations.
Table A-5. Sources of data in previous work.
8 8
Author (year) Valley Data Point Water Level Chem. Iso.










Moapa Muddy Spring ♦ *
Iverson Spring * *













Author (year) Valley Data Point Water Level Chem. Iso.
Eakin (1966) Coyote Springs 14al *
25al *
Maynard Lake *
Moapa Muddy Springs * *
Pahranagat Hiko Spring * *
Crystal Spring * *





Win. & Fried. (1972) Pahranagat Hiko Spring *
Crystal Spring *
Ash Spring *
Moapa Muddy Springs *










Table A-6 (a). X-ray diffraction peaks for SCI, from the NPC power plant.
29  d-spacing intensity mineral peak order
18.8 4.72 14 ?
19.1 4.65 15 thenardite 2
20.9 4.25 20 gypsum 3
quartz 2
26.7 3.34 100 quartz i
27.8 3.21 14 mirabilite 2
28.0 3.19 17 thenardite 3
28.1 3.18 16 ?
29.1 3.07 38 trona 2
29.2 3.06 32 gypsum 2
29.4 3.04 35 natron 1
29.5 3.03 42 ' calcite 1
31.6 2.83 31 ?
31.7 2.82 33 halite 1
31.8 2.81 36 7
32.2 2.78 27 thenardite 1





Table A-6 (b). X-ray diffraction peaks for SC2, from the Muddy Springs area.
2 9 d-spacing intensity mineral peak order
19.1 4.65 13 thenardite 2
20.0 4.44 13 ?
20.6 4.31 18 ?
20.8 4.27 22 gypsum 3
20.9 4.25 22 quartz 2
23.2 3.83 10 calcite 3
26.8 3.33 85 quartz 1
27.7 3.22 12 ?
29.1 3.07 15 trona 2
29.3 3.05 17 gypsum 2
29.4 3.04 18 natron 1
29.5 3.03 21 calcite 1
29.6 3.02 24 ?
30.9 2.89 11 natron 3
31.0 . 2.88 13 dolomite 1
32.2 2.78 18 thenardite 1
32.3 2.77 20 7
33.9 2.64 11 trona 1
Table A-6 (c). X-ray diffraction peaks for SC3, from the Glendale well field.
91
26  d-spacing intensity mineral peak order
19.1 4.65 : 12 thenardite 2
20.7 4.29 29 ?
20.8 4.27 36 gypsum 3
20.9 4.25 32 quartz 2
23.5 3.79 13 ?
26.7 3.34 55 quartz 1
27.8 3.21 17 mirabilite 2
28.1 3.18 16 thenardite 3
29.0 3.08 18 ?
a
29.1 3.07 20 trona 2
29.2 3.06 19 gypsum 2
29.3 3.05 17 ?
29.5 3.03 12 natron 1
31.1 2.88 15 dolomite 1
32.1 2.79 16 ?
32.2 2.78 20 thenardite 1
32.3 2.77 16 ?
36.5 2.46 12 ?
Table A-6 (d). X -ray diffraction peaks for EH6 well cuttings.
26 d-spacing intensity mineral peak order
20.9 4.25 26 gypsum 3
24.9 3.58 11 ?
26.7 3.34 91 quartz 1
27.1 3.29 12 ?
27.3 3.27 14 ?
27.5 3.24 15 ?
27.6 3.23 13 ?
29.3 3.05 13 gypsum 2
29.5 3.03 13 natron 1
29.6 3.02 20 calcite 1
35.2 2.55 12 ?
36.7 2.45 17 ?
39.6 2.28 11 ?
45.8 1.98 13 ?

Figure A
-l (b). Continuation of XRD output for SC3.
XRD Output: Salt Crust #3
Figure A









 output for EH
6.




Table A-7. PHREEQE sensitivity analysis. Final water followed by 
simulation results for different mixing ratios are given 
for applicable simulations.
Simulation 1
Ertec Well 23:2:9 19:6:9 29:2:3
pH 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.4
log PC02 -2.18 -2.17 -2.17 -1.92
Sl(calcite) .46 .46 .47 .16
Sl(dolomite) .95 .89 .91 .33
Slfgvpsum) -1.79 -1.83 -1.84 -1.86
Mineral Suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, albite. 
Mixed Waters: Ash Spring, Kane Spring, Mormon Well.
Simulation 2
Ertec Well 23:2:9 19:6:9 29:2:3
pH 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.9
log PC02 -2.18 -2.28 -2.23 -2.36
Sl(calcite) .46 .62 .51 .67
Sl(dolomite) .95 1.19 .95 1.26
SIf gypsum) -1.79 -1.83 -1.86 -1.82 |
Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite. 
Mixed Waters: Maynard Lake Spring, Kane Spring, Mormon Well.
Simulation 4
Muddy Spring 29:7 32:4 24:12
pH 7.7 7.5 7.7 **
log PC02 -2.26 -2.03 -2.29 **
Sl(calcite) .48 .21 .50 **
Sl(dolomite) .92 .34 .92 **
Slfgvpsum) -1.43 -1.43 -1.44 **
Mineral suite: calcite, dolomite, gypsum, halite, sylvite, thenardite. 
Mixed Waters: Ertec Well (CE-DT-4), Elgin Railroad Well.
* * =  BALANCE could not produce acceptable results.
